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Cloning and
the Constitution
AN INQUIRY INTO GOVERNMENT POLICYMAKING
AND GENETIC EXPERIMENTATION

Ira H. Carmen
Recombinant DNA, one of the most significant scientific

breakthroughs of recent years, has raised important social and
constitutional questions. This first in-depth examination of genetic
engineering from the point of view of social science breaks new
ground in political science and Constitutional law studies and will
be of lively interest to political scientists, attorneys, judges,
ethicists, decisionmakers in government, administrative officers
of universities, biological scientists, and concerned readers generally.

In 1973, when molecular biologists found ways to recombine
genetic material and thus clone new life forms, many questions arose
concerning the newly realized potential both for good and for
danger. Scientists had penetrated new realms of knowledge and
discovered resources of inestimable value to medicine, but at what
risk of new diseases?...at what threat to ecological balance?
In exploring these fundamental questions, Ira H. Carmen's research
included interviews with both recombinant-DNA researchers
and with personnel of the National Institutes of Health who oversee
this work at leading academic centers.

Among the features of the book are a discussion of science and
the First Amendment a summary and analysis of the debate
involving recombinant DNA, and a consideration of how science,
politics, and law influence that debate. For all who are concerned
with constitutional aspects of genetic engineering, Cloning and the
Constitution will come as an enlightening and thought-provoking
contribution to one of the most important issues of modern
science and society.

Ira H. Carmen, a member of the Political Science department
of the University of Illinois, is author of two books on constitutional
subjects—Movies, Censorship, and the Law (University of Michigan
Press, 1966) and Power and Balance (Harcourt Brace
Jovanovich, 1978)—and numerous articles in law reviews
and other professional journals.
Cloth $22.50

WISO
Unioersltyt
isconsui
University of Wisconsin Press
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• Up-To-Date Coverage
• Respected Authors

• Colorful Illustrations
• Exciting Formats

It only makes sense that you get all this in a
political science text from the most prominent
publisher of legal texts for over 100 years.

Masters, Computerized Testing, Study Guide,
and a Politics in America Update.
674 pages, Full Color, Hard cover, 1986

American Government
Susan Welch, John Gruhl, Michael Steinman, and
John C. Comer, University of Nebraska, Lincoln

American Government is a mainstream
introductory text that focuses on government
responsiveness, or who gets what from
government and why. The text presents a
decision making" approach to American

government that helps students analyze important
political issues and problems. Chapters of special
note include a chapter on the media, and a chapter
on military spending and nuclear policy. Special
chapter features designed to involve your students
in the chapter material include: "You are There"
opening scenarios, brief "Historical
Perspectives," "Focus on an Issue" and more.

Supplements include: Instructor's Manual, Test
Bank, Study Guide, Computerized Testing,
Videotape, Transparency Masters, Computer
Simulations and exercises.
676 pages, Hard cover, Full color, 1986

Politics in America: The Ability to
Govern
Lance T. LeLoup, University of Missouri, St.
Louis

This text gives a comprehensive and balanced
introduction to U.S. government and policy
highlighting the theme of governability (the ability
of the system to be effective and responsible).
The text also begins coverage of the political
economy in chapter four and continues wherever
appropriate throughout the text. A chapter on the
mass media and on the federal budges is also
included. Pedagogical aids include: "Political
Insights," "People in Politics," and a "Self
Review" summary.

Supplemental material includes: Instructor's
Manual with Test Bank, Videotape, Transparency

American Government and Politics Today \
Steffen W. Schmidt and Mack C. Shelley, both at *
Iowa State University
Barbara A. Bardes, Loyola University

American Government and Poilitics Today is a
traditional introductory text containing a separate
chapter devoted to the media, and strong coverage
of civil liberties and minority groups. Special
chapter features include: "What I f opening
scenarios that give interesting alternatives to
historical or current situations; "Did You Know"
facts in the margins that provide interesting
political facts; "Profiles" which introduce students
to noteworthy individuals involved in
government; and a "Getting Involved" section that
encourages students to think about their own role
in government and the impact they can have upon
I lie system.

Supplementary material includes: Instructor's
Manual with Test Bank, Interactive Study Guide
(software), Computerized testing, Videotape.
600 pages, Hard cover, Full color, 1985

American Government and Politics
Today: The Essentials
Barbara A. Bardes, Loyola University of Chicago
Steffen W. Schmidt and Mack C. Shelley,
both at Iowa State University

This text is an updated and condensed edition of
American Government and Politics Today
mentioned above. The essentials version does not
include a local government chapter and the policy
material is condensed. The text retains the
pedagogocal features of the main text and is
heavily illustrated in full color.

Supplementary material includes: Instructor's
Manual with Test Bank, Study Guide, Videotape,
Computerized testing.
470 pages tentative, Paper back, Full color, 1986

\

To request a copy, write to West Publishing Co., 50 W. Kellogg Blvd,
College Division, P.O. Box 64526, St. Paul, MN 55164-1003,
or call toll-free 1-800-328-9424 (In MN and Canada 1-612-228-2778.).
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The OTA Reports on High Technology Weapon Systems

Strategic Defenses
Two Reports by the Office of Technology Assessment

To contribute to the worldwide debate on President Reagan's Strategic Defense Ini-
tiative, Princeton University Press presents two important new studies on the implica-
tions of the deployment of weapons in space. These works address pressing interests of
the American and international public in what is now popularly called "Star Wars." As
John H. Gibbons, Director of the OTA, remarks in his foreword, the OTA has not at-
tempted to resolve the political, military, and technical controversies over the Strategic
Defense Initiative but has tried to clarify the issues and enhance the quality of the
discourse.
496 pages. 98 illus. P: $12.50. C: $50.00

Conventional Forces and American Defense Policy
An International Security Reader
Edited by Steven E. Miller

These essays published in the journal International Security analyze several major
areas of American conventional defense: Reagan's defense policy, the state of the
NATO-Warsaw Pact conventional balance, the effectiveness of NATO's conventional
strategy, and problems associated with projecting military power in the Third World.

The volume contains essays by Lawrence J. Korb and Linda P. Brady. Barry R.
Posen and Stephen Van Evera, Jeffrey Record. John Mearsheimer. Benjamin S.
Lambeth, Richard K. Belts. Edward N. Luttwak. Samuel P. Huntington. Eliot A.
Cohen, and Joshua M. Epstein. P: $8.95. C: $32.50

Political System and Change
A World Politics Reader
Edited by Ikuo Kabashima and Lynn T. White III

The journal World Politics, published for Princeton's Center of International Studies
by Princeton University Press, has been a major forum for refining the "systems" or
"functional" approach to political change—and for challenges to that approach, and
for essays that compare it with alternatives such as culturalist or dependency theories.
Political System and Change includes articles on the analytic categories political scien-
tists have developed for understanding the Third World. Many essays in this anthology
are concise summaries of later books that are now famous landmarks in the study of
comparative politics.

The volume contains essays by Lynn T. White III and Ikuo Kabashima. David
Easton, Gabriel A. Almond, J. Roland Pennock, Samuel P. Huntington. Ted Gun,
Robert D. Putnam. Claude Ake, C. S Whitaker. Jr.. Howard J. Wiarda, Ikuo
Kabashima, Harry Eckstein, and Tony Smith. P: $8.95. C: $32.50

Democratic Socialism in Jamaica
The Political Movement and Social Transformation
in Dependent Capitalism
Evelyne Huber Stephens and John D. Stephens

"This book is not only one of the best assessments of the Manley regime, but one of
the best country studies I have read." —Orlando Patterson. Harvard University
LPE: $14.50. C: $55.00

Making the Managerial Presidency
Comprehensive Reorganization Planning, 1905-1980
Peri E. Arnold

This book is an extensive and systematic study of efforts to reorganize the agencies
of the executive branch of the United States government, projects that have taken
place eleven times since 1900 and that have been the most prominent kind of ad-
ministrative reform of our century. Beginning in 1905, planners initiated a series of at-
tempts to make the administration more subordinate to the president and more
coherent than it had been under congressional authority in the nineteenth century.
Peri Arnold analyzes the process of comprehensive executive reorganization in detail,
tracing the managerial conception of the presidency from its beginnings through its
victories at mid-century to current indications of serious weaknesses. $37.50

At your bookstore or Pr inceton University PreSS 41 William Street. Princeton. NJ 08540
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$ Basil Blackwell

"One of the few sources for intelligent and accurate
analysis of Soviet current events."—TheNation, on
Roy Medvedev

China and the Superpowers
ROY MEDVEDEV
China, the Soviet Union and the United States
together form the complex political and
strategic triangle that dominates world politics
today. This book, written by distinguished
Soviet historian and philosopher Roy
Medvedev, offers a timely and penetrating
analysis of this superpower configuration.
Examining the historical traditions, economic
conditions, and social systems of the three
countries, Medvedev focuses on the contrasts
and conflicts which strain constructive
relations. His candid and judicious assessment
of possible future developments reflects a
magnificent insight into current political affairs.

"Countries with global ambitions usually either
have or have to create a chief adversary. The
Soviet Union's global ambitions have mainly
been ideological, while those of the United States
are chiefly economic. The global ambitions of the
Chinese People's Republic were closely connected
with Maoism, which managed to thrive with two
chief adversaries, one being Soviet revisionism,
the other the imperialist policies of the United
States. With the death of Maoism and the end of
the global ambitions of China's brand of
communism, it was only natural that regional
interests would render unnecessary China's
desire to see the United States as a real
adversary. Similarly, Chinese antagonism
towards the Soviet Union has lost its ideological
and political point, and only conflicts of a local
character, such as Afghanistan and Cambodia,
remain as serious obstacles to the normalization
of Sim-Soviet relations."

—From China and the Superpowers
$19.95 280 pp. 0-631-13843-9

New in Paper
Right Principles
A Conservative Philosophy of Politics
LINCOLN ALLISON
$12.95 192 pp. 0-631-15032-3

Property and Political Theory
ALAN RYAN
$12.95 208 pp. 0-631-15062-5

Hayek on Liberty
Second Edition
JOHN GRAY
$12.95 288 pp. 0-631-14814-0

The State
ANTHONY deJASAY
$12.95 304 pp. 0-631-15048-X

The Rise and Decline of
Western Liberalism
ANTHONY ARBLASTER
$12.95 400 pp. 0-631-14618-0

Social Control and the State
Comparative and Historical Essays
STANLEY COHEN and
ANDREW SCULL, eds.
$14.95 350 pp. 0-631-14261-4

Dictatorship Over Needs
An Analysis of Soviet Societies
FERENC FEHER, AGNES HELLER and
GYORGYMARKUS
$12.95 325 pp. 0-631-13812-9

Durkheim and the Law
STEVEN LUKES and
ANDREW SCULL, eds.
$14.95 256 pp. 0-631-14219-3

H Basil Blackwell
v 432 Park Avenue South, Suite 1503

New York, NY 10016

Toll-free Ordering: 1-800-638-3030
Write for our Political Science catalog and
special discount offer!
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New titles • Studies in Government and Public Policy

THE SUSTAINING HAND
Community Leadership and
Corporate Power
Bryan D. Jones and
Lynn W. Bachelor
Can political leaders act independently of
economic elites when the issue of the
economic viability of the community is
raised? The answer has great import for
political theory. This book seeks to uncover
the links between the actions of business
and political decision makers by studying
the responses of public officials in three
Michigan "auto cities"—Detroit, Flint, and
Pontiac—to plant-location choices made by
General Motors. "An excellent case analysis
of urban political economy . . . interesting,
sophisticated, well written. It is sure to be
widely discussed."—Clarence N. Stone.
256 pages. $27.50 cloth. $9.95 paper

TO RON A CONSTITUTION
The Legitimacy of the
Administrative State
John A. Rohr
On the eve of the bicentennial of the
Constitution, Rohr's argument advances a
new, normative theory of public administra-
tion. "Rohr seeks to legitimize the
administrative state in history, law, and
'principles.' This is a major addition to the
literature of public administration...."—
Dwight Waldo. "This is a very important
book that should be required reading for all
public administrators in the United States.
The scholarship is the strongest of any book
published in public administration in a
decade or more. It will be a classic."—
David H. Rosenbloom.
350 pages. $29.95 cloth. $12.95 paper

University Press of Kansas 329 Carruth, Lawrence KS 66045

Cities of the Prairie Revisited
The Closing of the Metropolitan Frontier
By Daniel J. Elazar

Cities of the Prairie Revisited ex-
amines the far-reaching effects of
Lyndon Johnson's Great Society
and Richard Nixon's New Federal-
ism on local government in the
United States. The first compara-
tive urban study ever conducted in
America over significant periods of
time, this new book examines how
10 metropolitan areas studied ear-
lier have adapted to changes
since the Kennedy Administration.
It considers the efforts of the
federal and state governments to
impose new standards and ways
of doing business, analyzing the
struggle between federalism and
managerialism in the local political
arena. June. Tentative price:
$25.00.

UNIVERSITY OF NEBRASKA PRESS
901 NORTH 17TH, LINCOLN, NE 68588
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ANNOUNCING. . .

The
American Political

Science Association
Membership

Directory
1985

The 1985 Directory lists nearly 9,500 individual Association members with informa-
tion on their current position, institutional affiliation, address, phone number, highest
degree (including date and granting institution), and fields of specialization. The index
includes listings of Women, Black, and Hispanic members, a geographical listing of
members, and a listing of members by fields of interest. The price is $ 15 for members
and $20 for nonmembers. ORDERS MUST BE PREPAID.

ORDER FORM

. copies of the Membership Directory, at the rate of:Enclosed is a check for
(check one)
D $15 for APSA members D $20 for nonmembers
Please add $1.00 for postage for each book ordered.

Name
Address.

Zip.

Order from:
Publications/APSA

1527 New Hampshire Avenue, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20036
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-Westview Press

ncan
Government

The
Bicentennial Papers
of the Committee

on the
Constitutional

System

Reforming American Government
THE BICENTENNIAL PAPERS OF THE COMMITTEE ON THE
CONSTITUTIONAL SYSTEM
edited by Donald L. Robinson
334 pages • 1985 • $37.50 (he) • Text $13.85 (pb)

"A splendid contribution to the important debate about American
governmental processes. Valuable, provocative, informative—this set
of readings will stir thoughtful reexamination of what kind of
government is needed for the future." Thomas E. Cronln,

Colorado College

The Second Indochina War
A SHORT POLITICAL AND MILITARY
HISTORY, 1954-1975
William S. Turley
ca. 176 pages • March 1986 • $24.95 (he)

"Deftly written and thoroughly researched.
William Turley is eminently qualified to write
on the communist side of the war, making
this book a unique contribution to the
growing literature on the Vietnam
experience. His description of communist
strategy is sure-handed, and his ability to
portray the war as seen from both Hanoi
and Washington is one of the highlights of
the book." —William J. Duiker.

Pennsylvania State University

The USSR
THE POLITICS OF OLIGARCHY
Second Edition, Fully Revised and Updated
Darrell P. Hammer
ca. 256 pages • March 1986 • $35 |hc)
Text $14.95 (pb)

"A clear, objective, readable account of the
realities and complexities of the
contemporary Soviet political system along
with background information about the
system's Russian setting and historical
development and ideology. It is a first-class
introductory college-level textbook by one of
our foremost scholars in Russian studies."

—Robert C. Tucker,
Princeton University

New Directions in
Comparative Politics
edited by Howard J. Wlarda
239 pages • 1985 • $37.50 (he) • Text $16.95 (pb)

"Timely and insightful. These essays are
succinct and fair in Judging what has been
done in comparative politics. Provocative and
wide-ranging in suggesting what can and
should be done. An indispensable volume for
any student of this subject."

—Samuel P. Huntlngton,
Harvard University

Modernizing China
POST-MAO REFORM AND DEVELOPMENT
edited by A. Doak Barnett and
Ralph N. dough
136 pages • December 1985 • $23.85 (he)
Text $12.85 (pb)

"How much is China changing? Here is a
book in which key experts find real
progress, if not exactly of a capitalist or
pluralist sort. This book will be an eye
opener to many Americans. I plan to use it
in my own course." —Lynn T. White, HI,

Princeton University

Forthcoming:

Making Government Work
FROM WHITE HOUSE TO CONGRESS
edited by Robert E. Hunter, Wayne L.
Herman, and John F. Kennedy
ca. 320 pages • June 1986 • $34 (he)

TO ORDER or to request a catalog: Call or Write

Westview Press
5500 Central Avenue • Boulder, CO 80301 • (303) 444-3541
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World Enough and Time
Successful Strategies fir Resource Management
Robert Repetto

"This book is refreshing for what it is not.
Neither a laundry list of worthy proposals nor a
survey of broad trends, World Enough and Time
zeroes in on the differences between the most
successful and least successful uses of natural
resources to promote economic growth....
The book makes clear that given the political
will, we are in a position to make enormous
progress." —Dr. Harrison Brown, former
editor, Bulletin of the Atomic Scientists. $16.00
cloth; $5.95 paper
A World Resources Institute Book

Also available
The Global Possible
Resources, Development, and the New Century
edited by Robert Repetto $40.00 cloth; $12.95
paper
A World Resources Institute Book

Weapons of the Weak
Everyday Forms of Peasant Resistance
James C. Scott
Scott presents a sensitive picture of the constant
and circumspect struggle waged by peasants
against their oppressors, showing that tech-
niques of evasion and resistance such as
desertion, pilfering, sabotage, and arson may
represent the most significant and effective
means of class struggle in the long run.

"A major contribution to peasant studies,
Malaysian studies, and the literature on revolu-
tions and class consciousness." —Benedict R.
Anderson $35.00

Forecasting Political Events
The Future of Hong Kong
Bruce Bueno dc Mesquita, David Newman, and
Alvin Rabushka
What will happen to Hong Kong when Great
Britain transfers sovereignty and administrative
authority to China in 1997? This book forecasts
political events in Hong Kong by applying an
innovative formal interest group theory of poli-
tics that both explains the process by which
policy decisions are made and predicts the spe-
cific resolution of concrete issues. $22.00

The Prevention of Genocide
LeoKuper
In the first full-scale study of the prevention of
genocide, a distinguished advocate for human
rights offers specific strategies both within and
outside the United Nations. These include the
creation of a technical advisory service to assist
governments to respond constructively to
claims for self-determination and the establish-
ment of early warning systems that would
monitor events around the world and exert
pressure on offending governments. $22.00

Journal of Law, Economics,
and Organization
Jerry Mashaw and Oliver Williamson, co-
editors
A new interdisciplinary journal which will be
published semi-annually, the Journal of Law,
Economics, and Organization integrates legal
and economic scholarship with the social
science disciplines.
One-year subscription (two issues):
$28.00 institutions $20.00 individuals
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Now available in paperback

Beyond Subjective Morality
Ethical Reasoning and Political Philosophy
James S. Fishkin
A critical examination of the ways in which
ordinary {people deal with the question of
the moral basis of their own philosophical
positions.

This new book by James Fishkin is characterist-
ically clear, concise, and addressed to an
important public issue." —Lawrence Becker,
Political Theory

Winner of the 1985 Erik H. Erikson Award
of the International Society of Political
Psychology $9.95

Rousseau:
Dreamer of Democracy
James Miller
Through an unusual blend of biography, phi-
losophy, and history, this fascinating book
shows how Rousseau profoundly influenced
the French Revolution and the rebirth of demo-
cratic ideals in modern politics.

"One of the most exciting interpretive works on
Rousseau and his legacy to appear in recent
years." —Mark Hulliung, American Historical
Review $8.95

Yale University Press
Dcpt. 91J
92A Yale Station
New Haven, CT 06520

The Burger Court
The Counter-Revolution That Wasn't
edited by Vincent Blasi; foreword by
Anthony Lewis
This major reassessment of the Burger Court
examines the Court's work in such controversial
areas as freedom of the press, family law, racial
discrimination, and criminal procedure — and
reaches the surprising conclusion that its record
is less conservative than had been expected.

"An intellectual treat."—Samuel Krislov,
Constitutional Commentary $12.95

The Least Dangerous
Branch
The Supreme Court at the Bar of Politics
Alexander M. Bickel; with a new foreword by
Harry Wellington

This classic book on the role of the Supreme
Court in our democracy traces the history of
the Court, assessing the merits of various deci-
sions along the way.

"Dozens of books have examined and debated
the court's role in the American system. Yet
there remains great need for the scholarship
and perception, the sound sense and clear view
Alexander Bickel brings to the discussion."
—Donovan Richardson, The Christian Science
Monitor $12.95

Can Modern War Be Just?
James Turner Johnson
Johnson argues that, despite mankind's capabil-
ity of destroying itself through nuclear
technology, it is still possible to think in terms
of a "just war."

"[A] wise, prudential, and moral thesis A
most important book, one that all Americans
who can should read."—George Armstrong
Kelly, Political Science Quarterly

"Morally sensitive and intellectually bold."
—Michael Walzer $8.95
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POWERS
AND LIBERTIES
The Causes and
Consequences of the
Rise of the West
JOHN A. HALL
"This is a major contribution to an impor-
tant debate. Why did the West rise? What
are the general conditions under which
societies develop, stagnate and decay?
These are the issues covered. It is written
with great clarity and verve and contains
many interesting and striking ideas... it
will attract both readers and reputation."

—Michael Mann, London School of
Economics and Political Science

$19.95

RIGHTS, PERSONS
AND
ORGANIZATIONS
A Legal Theory for
Bureaucratic Society
MEIR DAN-COHEN
"Everyone interested in the modern
'organization society' should be familiar
with this lucid and sophisticated
work."-Philip Selznik
"An impressive, comprehensive
job. "-Christopher Stone
$32.50

IS DEMOCRACY
POSSIBLE?
JOHN BURNHEIM
Bumheim offers the outlines of a new
society as an alternative to our current
political and economic structure. It is a
society in which decision-making is con-
ducted only by those who have a material
interest at hand, representation by lot
replaces electoral politics, and control of
the economy is given to different trustee
bodies. $22.50

THE POLITICIZED
MARKET ECONOMY
Alcohol in Brazil's
Energy Strategy
MICHAEL BARZELAY
Foreword by Albert Fishlow
"An exemplar of theoretical and
methodological elegance. It should serve
as a model for those who would like to
apply a sophisticated political-economy
perspective to developing-country cases."

-Peter Evans, Biown University
$32.50

POST-
REVOLUTIONARY
NICARAGUA
State, Class, and
the Dilemmas of
Agrarian Policy
FORREST D. COLBURN
In this clear and well-documented study,
Colbum examines the dilemmas con-
fronting a revolutionary regime in the
Third World. Using material gathered in
Nicaragua itself, he sheds new light, for
anyone interested in Latin America or
foreign policy, upon a country that has
provoked a heated debate in the United
States. $17.50

At bookstores or call toll-free
800-822-6657.

Major credit cards only.

UNIVERSITY

OF California
PRESS Berkeley 94720
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NOW IN PAPERBACK

Schooling and Work in the
Democratic State
MARTIN CARNOY AND HENRY M. LEVIN
Rejecting both traditional views and the more recent Marxian perspective, this
study provides a new explanation of the relation between schooling and work
in the democratic, advanced industrial state. This state is seen as an arena for
struggle between forces pushing for egalitarian, democratic reforms and those
seeking to use the resources of the state for private capital accumulation.
Depending upon which side has primacy at the moment, schools will reflect
one set of goals over the other. The authors develop their theory through
interpreting the dynamic relation between U.S. schools and the workplace.
Based on this approach, they predict changes in both schooling and work as
well as the forms that future conflicts between the contending forces are likely
to take. Cloth, $32.50; paper, $10.95

Stanford University Press

C H A R L E S C T H O M A S . P U B L I S H E R
New! THE RIGHT TO KEEP AND BEAR
ARMS: A Continuing American Dilemma by
Earl R. Kruschke. Ongoing controversies sur-
rounding the right to bear arms receive clear
and thoughtful explication in this text. The
author probes both the collective and individ-
ual sides of the issues, and he excerpts judicial
opinions that support both viewpoints. He also
proposes possible solutions to the dilemma.
Appendices review pertinent provisions in state
constitutions and analyze the bases for state
and federal regulations. '85, $24.50

CORPORATIONS OF CORRUPTION: A Sys-
tematic Study of Organized Crime by David
L. Herbert and Howard Tritt. This broad,
modern overview of organized crime encom-
passes continuing criminal conspiracies as
well as more traditional organized crime
groups. It covers the history of organized
crime, its business enterprises, legal issues,
police intelligence, and prosecutorial tactics.
'84, $27.50

New! THE ECONOMICS OF PROSTI-
TUTION by Helen Reynolds. Starting from
the premise that it will exist regardless of its le-
gal status, the author provides an economist's
perspective of prostitution. She applies
incentive/disincentive principles and docu-
ments the four major environmental models
for prostitution in the United States, which she
terms the laissez faire, regulation, control, and
zoning models. Analyses and recommenda-
tions for government officials conclude the
text. '86, $24.75

New! AGING AND PUBLIC POLICY:
Social Control or Social Justice? by John B.
Williamson, Judith A. Shindul and Linda
Evans. The authors analyze the shift in public
policy toward the aged from social justice to
cost-effectiveness. They review policy his-
tory, explain current programs' imbalances,
and dissect evolving American ageism. They
also recommend balanced alternatives. '85,
$34.75

Order direct for fastest results • Write or call (217) 789-8980 • Books sent on approval
Postage paid on MasterCard, Visa & prepaid orders • Catalog sent on request

P.O. Box 470') • Springtie
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.—-'"' DYES!
I would like

more information on
e following APSA group

, , » ' ' insurance plans:
' " ' D Group Life Insurance Plan O Disability Income Plan
D Hospltallzation Program D Personal Accident Insurance Program

D Catastrophe Major Medical Plan

Name

Address-

City/State/Zip.
Mail to: Albert H. Wohlers & Co., APSA Group Insurance Plans

1500 Higglns Road, Park Ridge, Illinois 60068
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WHh SPSS PuUicatiOM. if youre
already using SPSS-X--the finest
mlnfrafne statistical analysis software
around - why not use it to Us /Wtost
potential? These SPSS-XManuala include
all the latest product enhancements so
you can taka complete advantage of our
powerful programs. Send In the coupon
below to receive new Inlormation about
SPSS manuals as well as timely product
announcements. And remember, now you
can order all SPSS publications O*SCDY
m m SPSS. Inc. for Immediate delivery. So
order the books that let you gal the most
out of the oast-today.

# SPSS-X BASICS
SPSS Inc. 1883 (07-060624-8)
214 pages — softcover
TWs Introduction to the SPSS-X
8ystem takes the user through a
series of tasks that c o w the basic
components of computer dstn
analysis and report writing. Each
chapter Includes exercises on anal- .
yttecenceptsandSPSS-Xsyntax. I

# 8PS8-X USERS GUIDE
Second Edition
SPSS Inc. 1886 (91846B-18-X)
968 pages — sofloover
Designed to be both a guide ant
reference text, this manual adds
SPSS-X Release 2.1 enhancements
to the documentation in the first
edition. Includaa reference card with
syntax tor all commands.

I SPSS-X INTRODUCTORY
STATISTICS GUIDE
MariJaJ.Noniais
1883(0-O7-04654»«)
276 pages - aoflcover
A review of basic statistics and how
lo calculate them with SPSS-X
Including descriptive statistics,
hypothesis testing, nonparametric
procedures, correlation, analysis of
variance and regression. With
numerous output examples and
exercises far each chapter.

SPSS-X ADVANCED
STATISTICS GUIDE
MariiaJ.NoriJsie. 1965 (0*0*864*7)
432 pages — softcover
Asoftware reference far researchers
and a text for the multiyariate
statistics course. Explains statistical
concepts and SPSS-X procedures
for factor, discriminant, cluster and
toglinear analysis as well as
multivariate analysis of variance.
Includes exercises and an appendix
that reviews basic operations.

GRAPHICS ft TABLES
Other manuals available: SPSS
GRAPHICS-for our new Interactive
graphics package and SPSS-X
MBLES"- the addon option
to SPSS-X that lets you make
camera-ready tables for publication
or presentation.

Order these pubHuHons directly
by phoning 3 1 2 - 3 2 9 - 3 6 0 0 or
man ki trie coupon lo: SPSS Inc.,
444 N. Michigan A m , Chicago, U.
80611 and reoeiva our latest
PuMtostton Brochure snd Onto?
ff9nn. CompHimntswy ooptot wo
available by oaMng or writing
us today.
SreS-X. SPSS TABLES M SPSS GRAPHICS
MIKttwUolSPSS.MC.

444N. MICHIGAN AV6-. CHICAQO. IL80SI1

Itti Interested! Send your new brochure
on SFSS Publications.
Also send info on:
SPSS Mainframe Software
OGraphlcs •SPSS* Olablw
8PSS Micro Software
DSPSS/PC+ n f j j j j j g j 1 OTabiea
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r Oxford

THE
JUDICIAL

PROCESS

The Judicial Process
An Introductory Analysis of the Courts of the United States,
England, and France, Fifth Edition
HENRY J. ABRAHAM, University of Virginia. "An indispensable
book for students—beginning or professional—of American
constitutionalism and tine legal process."—Anthony Lewis,
Columnist, The New York Times (on the fourth edition). Written
by one of our country's most astute observers of the court, this
book examines the theory, practice, and people behind the
judicial processes in three western nations. The fifth edition has
been thoroughly revised and updated to chronicle key
developments under Carter and Reagan, and discusses major
changes in judicial processes, powers, and roles both at home
and abroad.
February 1986 604 pp.; 4 tables paper $13.95*

Also by Henry J. Abraham
Justices and Presidents
A Political History of Appointments to the Supreme Court, Second Edition
"Essential reading for students of both the Supreme Court and the
Presidency."—Martin Shapiro, U.C.L.A. Law School. "A masterpiece of scholarly
analysis. The pathbreaking achievement of 1974 has been thoroughly updated to
incorporate the scholarship and events of the last decade. It remains the definitive work
in the field of Supreme Court appointments."—Stanley C. Brubaker, Colgate University.
This mini-history of the Court, now expanded by more than a third, discusses the
selection, nomination, and appointment of each of the 102 justices who have sat on the
U.S. Supreme Court since 1789.
1985 430 pp. paper $9.95* cloth $28.00

Free Government in the Making
Fourth Edition
ALPHEUS MASON, Princeton University, and GORDON E. BAKER, University of
California, Santa Barbara. "An absolutely indispensable book for American political
philosophy and thought courses."—Joseph E. Walsh, Stockton State College (on the third
edition). An authoritative and comprehensive collection of documents on American
political thought, this classic anthology has now been thoroughly revised and updated.
The fourth edition includes extensive new material on women's role in the
development of American political thought and documentation of the contribution of
minorities.
1985 992 pp. $25.00*

The Moral Dimensions of Politics
RICHARD J. REGAN, Fordham University. When, if ever, should political authority
coerce citizens to act in morally responsible ways? Is one nation ever justified in
intervening militarily in another nation's revolutionary war? This book explores the
moral dimensions of public policy from an Aristotelian-Thomistic philosophical
perspective. Regan begins with a thorough exposition of natural law theory and then
moves on to analyze its implications for areas of public policy as diverse as public
morals, social justice, and the morality of warfare.
March 1986 256 pp. paper $10.95* cloth $24.95

*To request an examination copy of books marked with an asterisk, write on school
letterhead giving full course information including course name, level, and enrollment

to College Humanities Marketing Dept.
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Ripe for Resolution
Conflict and Intervention in Africa
A Council on Foreign Relations Book
I. WILLIAM ZARTMAN, Johns Hopkins School of Advanced
International Relations. "A pioneering study of first-rate
importance to academic specialists and policymakers
alike."—Alexander L. George, Stanford University. "An
invaluable contribution."—M. Crawford Young, University of
Wisconsin, Madison. Looking at case studies of local conflict and
external response in four African regions, this book analyzes the
nature of African conflict and discusses how foreign powers can
help to control such conflicts without resorting to the use of
military force.
1985 260 pp.; maps $24.95

IN AFRICA
I Wiliam Zartman

Nuclear War, Nuclear Proliferation, and Their Consequences
Edited by SADRUDDIN AGA KHAN, Groupe de Bellerive. In June 1985, the influential
Geneva-based Groupe de Bellerive convened a colloquium for eminent scientists,
strategists, and politicians to discuss the subject of nuclear war. This volume records the
proceedings of that historic meeting, which included speakers such as Senator Edward
Kennedy, Pierre Trudeau, Dr. Carl Sagan, and Kenneth Galbraith, and provides
essential reading for anyone concerned about the prospects for our planet.
February 1986 350 pp. doth $39.95 paper $19.95

Politics in the Communist World
LESLIE HOLMES, University of Melbourne. This up-to-date volume compares
communist theory with the diverse practices of more than twenty communist states.
After an initial overview of the most influential communist theorists—Marx, Engels,
Lenin, Stalin, and Mao—the book then discusses how communists take and maintain
power, the people and processes behind politics in the different systems, the relations
among communist states, and various approaches to the study and understanding of
politics in the communist world.
May 1986 420 pp. doth $34.95 paper $8.95*

The Nature of American Politics
Second Edition
H.G. NICHOLAS. On the first edition: "The book can be read profitably by the general
reader and by students. It says sucdnctly what others have often belabored, and it does
so in a dear and readable style."—Political Science Quarterly. "A comprehensive survey
of the American political system in just over 100 pages is an achievement in itself. For
the survey to be highly readable, illuminating and spiked with wit is even more
remarkable."—The Economist
March 1986 160 pp. doth $16.95 paper $8.95*

Prices and publication dates are subject to change.
To order, send check or money order to: Humanities & Social Sciences Marketing Dept.

Oxford University Press
200 Madison Avenue • New York, NY 10016
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More HPC Classics for Political Theory
Compare Scholarship, Format, and Prices with Competing Editions

BECCARIA
On Crimes and Punishments
New translation by DAVID YOUNG

120 pp. $4.95 exam price $100

This translation, in Beccaria's original order,
takes advantage of the Beccaria scholarship of the
past two decades and does not try to present
Beccaria as a utilitarian pure and simple.

KANT
Perpetual Peace and Other
Essays on Politics, History,
and Morals
Tr. by TED HUMPHREY

168pp. $395 exam price 11.00

LOCKE
Letter Concerning Toleration
Ed. by JAMES H. TULLY
80pp. $325 exam price $1.00

Second Treatise of Government
Ed. by C. B. MACPHERSON

144 pp. $2.75 exam price $1.00

"By far the best edition for classroom use. Mac-
pherson's introduction is precisely what is
needed—especially his emphasis on the connec-
tion between limited government and the right to
private property."

-THOMAS A. BRADY, JR.

MILL
On Liberty
Ed. by ELIZABETH RAPAPORT

132 pp. $2.75 exam price $1.00

"Very well turned-out, useful edition. Intelligent
editorial introduction."

-ALEXANDER ROSENBERG, Syracuse Univ.

Utilitarianism
Ed. by GEORGE SHER

78 pp. $2.50 exam price $1.00

NIETZSCHE
On the Advantage and
Disadvantage of History for Life
Tr. by PETER PREUSS

72pp. $325 exam price $1.00

PLATO, in preeminent
translations by G. M. A. GRUBE

Republic
288 pp. 14.95 exam price $2.00
"After using several different translations of the
Republic, I have become convinced that Grube's
translation enables Greekless undergraduates to
come as near to reading what Plato wrote as
possible."

-ALASDAIR MACINTYRE, Vanderbtlt Univ.

Five Dialogues
(Euthypbro, Apology, Crtto, Meno, Pbaedo)
168 pp. $4.25 exam price $1.00

The Wai and Death of Socrates
(Euthypbro, Apology, Crtto, death scene from Pbaedo)
64 pp. $225 exam price$1.00

Meno
40 pp. $2.25 exam price $1.00

Pbaedo
72 pp. $2.50 exam price $1.00

ROUSSEAU
On Ore Social Contract
Discourse on the Origin
of Inequality
Discourse on
Political Economy
Rousseau's Notes to
Discourse on the Origin
of Inequality
Ed. by DONALD A. CRESS

Intro, by PETER GAY

228pp. $545 exam price $2.00
"THE PUBLICATION OF THESE EXCELLENT TRANSLATIONS is

a happy occasion for teachers of courses in politi-
cal philosophy and the history of political theory
. . . has the advantage of containing more in one
volume than does either of the Masters volumes
. . . translations rival in excellence those of the
Masters volumes . . . also considerably cheaper
than the two Masters volumes."
-RAMON M. LEMOS in Teaching Philosophy

ROUSSEAU
The Government of Poland
Tr. by WILLMOORE KENDALL

A reprint of the 1972 LLA edition with new Preface
by HARVEY MANSFIELD

156 pp. $395 exam price $1.00

HACKETT PUBLISHING COMPANY, I N C
P.O. Box 44937 • Indianapolis, IN 46204

Note: Cash or check only for exam copies and for all orders from Individuals, please.
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How can the presidential nominating
process be improved? In this volume,
President Gerald R. Ford and an emi-
nent group of political science scholars
and practitioners present their views on
the issues associated with nominating
and electing our president. The partici-
pants include: Theodore J. Lowi

Michael Nelson
Thomas E. Mann
Martin P. Wattenberg
Warren E. Miller
Michael J. Malbin
Xandra Kayden
Michael W. Traugott
Charles T. Manatt
William Schneider

ssssarr AmricanEnltfDflM Institute ^
foi Public Poitey Rwe*>ch w

Before
Nomination
Our Primaiy Problems

ttliUf I In (W

$5.95 (paper), $16.95 (cloth), 146 pages
To order, call toll-free
800-424-2873 or write to

ican Enterprise Institute
for Public Policy Research

1150 Seventeenth Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20036

The University of Coiwecticureag
CONTEMPORARY SPAIN ^ G
May 19-June 27,1986 or June 30-Aug 8,1986*
A unique opportunity to strengthen and improve comprehension, speaking, reading and writing
skills in the Spanish language and to gain first-hand knowledge of contemporary Spain—its
politics, history, literature, art, and film.

SPANISH LANGUAGE AND CULTURAL STUDIES
6credits Instructor and leader: Professor Janet Moriarty
'Graduate credit may be arranged
Prerequisite: At least two years of college level Spanish or consent of instructor

POLITICAL SCIENCE * HISTORY * ART * JOURNALISM
CINEMA* INTENSIVE LANGUAGE STUDY

Study in Madrid—Attend seminars with key political leaders—Visit Spanish Parliament—Live
with Spanish families—Enjoy excursions to Atienza, Basque Country and/or Cataluna, Toledo
and other sites—Earn six university credits.

COST: $2325, including travel insurance, room and board, weekend excursions,
land transportation, educational program, academic credits, educational
materials and texts. Transatlantic airfare is not included.

For more Information on program content, contact Professor Moriarty at (203)
241-4861 or 633-1144. For information on registration, contact Ms. Wendy Halle
at (203) 486-3832

An equal opportunity/affirmative action institution
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Announcing
a New Directory...

The Directory of Undergraduate
Political Science Faculty contains
listings for nearly 500 separate
departments of political science whose
highest degree offering is a B. A.
Departmental name, address, and
telephone number are given.

The Directory lists approximately
1,800 faculty members by name, with
their highest degree, fields of
specialization and current position. The
Directory also contains an alphabetical
faculty index.

The price is $8.00 for APSA members
and $12.00 for nonmembers.

ORDERS MUST BE PREPAID.

Order Form
copies of Directory of UndergraduateEnclosed is a check for

Political Science Faculty—1984 at the rate of (check one):

• $8 for APSA members D $12 for nonmembers

Name

Address

Zip

Order from:

UNDERGRADUATE DIRECTORY / APSA
1527 New Hampshire Avenue IMW, Washington, D.C. 20036
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BETWEEN WASfflNGTON AND JERUSALEM
A Reporter's Notebook
WOLF BLITZER, The Jerusalem Post.
"I know of no journalist better informed, more sensitive and
caring, about American-Israeli relations than Wolf Blitzer. He
explains the complexities of this special relationship with a fair
perspective and an open heart."—Marvin Kalb, NBC News
"I consider Wolf Blitzer an essential resource for understanding
American-Israeli relations."—Jack Kemp 259 pp. $15.95

ESTRANGEMENT: America and the World
Edited by SANFORD J. UNGAR, The Carnegie Endowment for Peace.
A dozen experts shed new light on the reasons for America's
increasingly uneasy relations with its allies, adversaries and the
nations of the Third World. Contributors include Robert Dallek,
Frances FitzGerald, Stanley Hoffman, Donald McHenry, Lester
Thurow, James Chace, Godfrey Hodgson, Philip Geylin, and J.
Bryan Hehir. "A thought-provoking and chastening
summary—whether or not one agrees with everything the
various authors are saying."—Kirkus Reviews 347 pp. $19.95

JUSTICE DOWNWIND:
America's Atomic Testing Program
inthel950's
HOWARD BALL, University of Utah.
Based on interviews with all parties and on
extensive research into the files of the
Atomic Energy Commission, this is the full
story of the legal and social ramifications of
America's above-ground atomic testing
program at the Nevada Test Site.

320 pp. 40illus. $21.95

WOMEN: A World Report
A NEW INTERNATIONALIST BOOK
An indispensable reference work, this
book assembles the findings of the United
Nations Decade for Women (1975-1985),
augmented by research carried out by
The Oxford University Centre for Cross-
Cultural Research on Women. A series of
10 personal reports by women about
women is included. Essayists are Toril
Brekke, Angela Davis, Anita Desai, Buchi
Emecheta, Marilyn French, Germaine
Greer, Elena Poniatowska, Nawal el
Saadawi, Manny Shirazi, Debbie Taylor,
and Jill Tweedie. 384 pp. $18.95

THE PRESS AND
THE PRESIDENCY:
From George Washington to
Ronald Reagan
JOHN TEBBEL, New York University, and
SARAH MILES WATTS, State University of
Neiv York. Here at last is an authoritative,
full-scale history of that most ambivalent
of American political relationships: the
interaction between the White House and
the news media. "A much-needed
historical overview... lively 'narrative
history7... recommended."—Library
Journal 628 pp. '$24.95

THE DECLINE OF
POPULAR POLITICS:
The American North, 1865-1928
MICHAEL E. McGERR, Massachusetts
Institute of Technology. A dramatic
transformation in the politics of the
American North occurred after the Civil
War—a transformation resulting in a
decline in voter participation that
foreshadowed the political patterns of
today. McGerr vividly recreates a vanished
world of democratic ritual and charts its
disappearance in the rapid change of
industrial society. 307 pp. $24.95

At belter bookstores or order from

Oxford University Press
ix 900 • 200 Madison Avenue • New York, NY 10010016.
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• V Of immense historical significance.. . the kind of record that helps all
branches of government keep their constitutional bearings. * *

—Chief Justice Warren Burger, on an earlier volume

DOCUMENTARY HISTORY OF THE FIRST
FEDERAL CONGRESS OF THE IMTED STATES
OF AMERICA, MARCH 4,1789-MARCH3,1791

EDITED BY CHARLENE BANGS BlCKFORD AND HELEN E. VEIT

1 he latest volumes of this distinguished series contain legislative histories of the
bills, acts, and enrolled resolutions of the First Federal Congress. Each history
includes a chronology of the legislation's progress through the House and Senate,
as well as the bill's final form and documents illustrating its formation.

VOLUME 4: LEGISLATIVE HISTORIES: Amendments to the Constitution
through Foreign Officers Bill [HR-116] $37.50
VOLUME 5: LEGISLATIVE HISTORIES: Funding Act [HR-63] through Militia
Bill [HR-112] $42.50
VOLUME 6: LEGISLATIVE HISTORIES: Mitigation of Fines Bill [HR-38]
through Resolution on Unclaimed Western Lands $37.50
Special combined price for VOLUMES4-6 $110.00
EARLIER VOLUMES ALSO AVAILABLE

—Thomas P. O'Neill, Jr., Speaker, U.S. House of Representatives, from the
Foreword

THE SPEAKERS
OFTHEU.S.

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
A Bibliography, 1789-1984

EDITED BY DONALD R. KENN0N

Assembles in one work all the sources needed to facilitate research into the
institution of the speakership and the individual careers of the forty-six Speakers.
References will guide researchers not only to previous scholarship but also to
important unpublished material.

$37.50

THE JOHNS HOPKINS UNIVERSITY PRESS
701 West 40th Street, Baltimore, Maryland 21211
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MORE Stats, Power! IMPROVED File Handling, Reporting!

The Enhanced
and Expanded
Statistical Package for
IBM PC/XT/ATs
SPSS/PC+, combined with
SPSS/PC+ Advanced Statistics'
and SPSS/PC+ Tables," form THE
most comprehensive statistical
software available for a microcomputer.
For nearly 20 years, the name "SPSS"
has meant high quality mainframe
software. All three microproducts main-
tain feature and language compatibility
with the mainframe versions. And
SPSS/PC+comes with everything
you should expect from a market
feader-a thorough, well-designed
package with excellent documentation
and customer support.
SPSS/PC+

• Display manager & editor
• File matching & merging
• File transfer with popular

PCprograms
• Selective installation &

removal of procedures
• Crosstabulation
m Descriptive statistics
• Multiple regression
• /UVOIM
• Plots & graphs
• Flexible data transformation
• Customized reports

SPSS/PC+ ADVANCED STATISTICS

BMANOVA
• Factor analysis
• Cluster analysis
D Discriminant analysis
• Loglinear modelling

SPSS/PC+ TABLES

D Stub & banner tables
D Multiple response data
• Presentation quality

tables and reports
H Full range of percentaglng

and statistics options

• TNBSynttollndcriMtwadllngntwavrtNls

For more information, contact our
Marketing Department at:
SPSS inc.
444 N. Michigan Avenue
Chicago, IL 60611
312/329-3500

IN EUROPE:
SPSS Europe B.V
RO. Box 115
4200ACGorinchem
The Netherlands,
Phone: +31183036711
TWX:21019.

VISA, MasterCard and American
Express accepted.

PRODUCTIVITY RAISED TO THE HIGHEST POWER*
0* f W On the « M PC/XT/AT** hart < m & r t a O 9 P S S I r e ^
i Machine Corporation SPSS. SPSS/PC SPSS/PC*. SPSS/PC* Tables, and SPSS/PC + Ach«noMStahstcsai9tradern«1vd SPSS, Inc tor iMprepciatm
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Three unique and important
views of the black struggle...

THE LONGEST DEBATE
A Legislative History of the
1964 CivilRights Act
By Charles and Barbara Whalen. In a fascinating look at
the inner workings of Congress, the authors tell the dra-
matic story of the passage of the Civil Rights Act—from
the early hearings before the House Judiciary Committee
to Lyndon Johnson's efforts on behalf of the bill, the bi-
partisan House victory, the famous Senate filibuster, and
finally the passage of the landmark legislation. Appendix
of major provisions of the Act.
(81 MENTOR 0-451-62471-8 $4.50/$5.95*

LAY BARE THE HEART
An Autobiography of the
Civil Rights Movement
By James Farmer. The founding director of CORE pro-
vides a deeply personal look at an era of heroic struggle.
"One of the most glorious chapters in American history.. .a
truthful book by one who lived and led in a time of great
truths."—New York Times Book Review. "Bristles with
equal parts of insider history, fascinating anecdotes,
personal confession, and a sort of joyous defiance."
—Los Angeles Times Book Review.
©PLUME 0-452-25803-0 $8.95/$11.95*

FREEDOM RISING
By James North. Journalist North spent four years travel-
ling throughout southern Africa, talking to both famous
and ordinary people to create this account of the history,
origins, and philosophy of apartheid. "It will be hard
for anyone to feel fully informed about what is at stake
in South Africa without reading this book."—James Fallows
in The Atlantic. "One of the most important books written
about South Africa at this juncture in history."—Claude
Brown, author of Manchildin the Promised Land.
©PLUME 0-452-25805-7 $8.95/$11.95*

* Price in Canada. Prices subject to change.

Write to the Education Department at the address below
for a free History & Political Science catalog.

! NEW AMERICAN LIBRARY
; 1633 Broadway, New York, NY 10019
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"Makers of Modern Strategy from Machiavelli to the Nuclear Age is studded with
brilliant essays that together comprise a unique and indispensable contribution to
all those concerned with the role of strategy in statecraft."
—Alexander L George, Stanford University Contributors

Makers of Modern Strategy from
Machiavelli to the Nuclear Age

Edited by Peter Paret
With Gordon A. Craig and Felix Gilbert

The essays in this volume analyze war, its strategic characteristics and
its political and social functions, over the past five centuries. The diversity
of its themes and the broad perspectives applied to them make the book
a work of general history as much as a history of the theory and practice
of war from the Renaissance to the present. Makers of Modem Strategy
from Machiavelli to the Nuclear Age takes the first part of its title from an
earlier collection of essays, published by Princeton University Press in
1943, which became a classic of historical scholarship. Three essays are
reprinted from the earlier book; four others have been extensively
revised. The rest—twenty-two essays—are new. P: $ 12.95. O $45.00

st your bookstore or

41 William street Princeton University Press Princeton, NJ 08540

Martin Alexander
Brian Bond
Michael Carver
Thomas W. Collier
Gordon A. Craig
Philip A. Crawl
Edward Mead Earle
Lawrence Freedman
Michael Geyer
Felix Gilbert
Henry Guerlac
Mark von Hagen
Hajo Holborn
Michael Howard
D. Clayton James
David Maclsaac
Maurice Matloff
Sigmund Neumann
R. R. Palmer
Peter Paret
Walter Pintner
Douglas Porch
Condoleezza Rice
Gunther E. Rothenberg
John Shy
Russell F. Weigley

CHANGING
YOUR ADDRESS?

If you are planning a move, please fill in the form below and return it to the

American Political Science Association, 1527 New Hampshire Avenue, N.W.,

Washington, D.C. 20036. Address changes should be received at the Association

by the 1st of the month to be included in the monthly update of the Association

mailing list.

NAME

OLD ADDRESS

Zip

NEW ADDRESS.

Zip.
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Congress in Action

• • • • • * * * * * * * * * *

WE THE PEOPLE

For more information about how you might use
Congress: We The People call 1-800-LEARNER.
For review copies of the Study Guide and Faculty
Guide which have been designed to accompany
the series call the American Political Science
Association, 1-202-483-2512.

Educational Ex
Through

An Annenberg/CPB Project

Congress: We The People is an
exciting new resource for political
science courses on Congress and
the legislative process.

The series includes 26 half-hour
video cassettes that show the day-
to-day activities of Congress and
provide analysis and commentary
by leading political scientists.

Faculty are finding that Con-
gress: We The People is an excel-
lent supplement to existing courses.
Among the topics addressed are:
congressional elections; committee
leadership; lobbying; constituent
relations; lawmaking; budgeting;
ethics; and congressional relations
with the President, courts and the
media.

The series is also being used
as a complete broadcast telecourse
for students who complete most of
their study off-campus, and as a
resource for noncredit and informal
study.

Congress: We The People is
hosted by Norman Ornstein, Cath-
olic University, and Edwin Newman,
noted journalist. It was produced
by the American Political Science
Association and WETA, the public
television station in Washington, D.C.

A special feature of Congress:
We The People is its adaptation
for use with any of following three
commonly used textbooks:

•Congress and Its Members by
Roger H. Davidson and Walter J.
Oleszek, Congressional Quarterly
Press, Washington, D.C. 1985.

• The United States Congress:
People. Places and Policy by
Charles 0. Jones, the Dorsey
Press, Homewood, Illinois, 1982.

• Congress: Process and Policy
by Randall B. Ripley, W.W. Norton
and Company, New York, 1983.

14PSWinter1986
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THE FOUNDATION PRESS, INC.
COLLECE DEPARTMENT
170 OLD COUNTRY ROAD
MINEOLA, NEW YORK 11501
516-248-5580

Publishers of Quality Legal Materials

Leading coursebooks on American Constitutional Law...

Edward L. Barrett, Jr. & William Cohen: Cases & Materials on CONSTITUTIONAL LAW,
7th (1985), with 1985 Supplement

William Cohen & John Kaplan: CONSTITUTIONAL LAW, 26: Civil Liberty & Individual
Rights (1982), with 1985 Supplement.

Gerald Cunther: CONSTITUTIONAL LAW, 11th (1985), with 1985 Supplement. Parts
I & III reprinted as INDIVIDUAL RIGHTS IN CONSTITUTIONAL LAW, 4th (1986),
with same Supplement.

Laurence H. Tribe: AMERICAN CONSTITUTIONAL LAW: A Treatise (1978), with 1979
Supplement. Reprinted in soft-cover as CONSTITUTIONAL STRUCTURE OF
AMERICAN GOVERNMENT and CONSTITUTIONAL PROTECTION OF INDIVIDUAL
RIGHTS.

*•
Announcing a major new volume designed for the political science

curriculum, exploring the American polity and the interactions
between law and politics

AMERICAN CONSTITUTIONAL
INTERPRETATION

WALTER F. MURPHY
JAMES E. FLEMING

WILLIAM F. HARRIS, II

Spring 1986 publication Approximately 1100 pages

I. The Theoretical Context of Constitutional Interpretation
II. What Is the Constitution?

III. Who Are the Authoritative Interpreters?
IV. How Does One Interpret the Constitution?
V. The Constitution in the Crucible of Crisis

The authors, all political scientists, develop the art and discipline of constitutional interpreta-
tion by analyzing the interpretive enterprise itself. They show how constitutional interpreta-
tion is a necessary part of the study of politics, connecting the abstractions of political
theory to the concrete realities of public policy.

**
Examination copies available to teachers of courses fully devoted to Americam constitu-
tional law who want to give AMERICAN CONSTITUTIONAL INTERPRETATION serious
consideration toward adoption as their students' class text. Provide course title/description,
semester, enrollment, & your college mailing address. Copies for their own personal
reference are available to teachers at our 20% academic discount.
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^ NEW IDEAS AND . . .
PRESS

Political Science Research Methods JUST

Janet Buttolph Johnson, University of Delaware PUBLISHED
Richard A. Joslyn, Temple University
A clear, straightforward, non-technical approach to the methods and value
of political science research.

Feb. 1986. 364 pages. $14.95. ISBN 0-87187-329-X.

Going Public JUST
New Strategies of Presidential Leadership PUBLISHED
Samuel Kernell, University of California, San Diego
and Senior Fellow, The Brookings Institution
A first-rate account of how presidential appeals to public opinion are
changing the nature of leadership in American politics.

March 1986. 251 pages. $10.95. ISBN 0-87187-381-8.

Congressional Reform JUST
Leroy N. Rieselbach, Indiana University PUBLISHED
A well reasoned and well written update of the author's earlier book on the
congressional reforms of the seventies.

March 1986. App. 150 pages. $9.95. ISBN 0-87187-385-0.

Congress and Democracy

David J. Vogler, Wheaton College
Sidney R. Waldman, Haverford College

July 1985. 176 pages. $9.95. ISBN 0-87187-378-8.

Rational Politics

Decisions, Games, and Strategy
Steven J. Brams, New York University

August 1985. 233 pages. $16.95 ISBN 0-87187-337-0.

Political Participation in the United States
M. Margaret Conway, University of Maryland

August 1985. 170 pages. $10.95. ISBN 0-87187-331-1.

The Federal Courts
Robert A. Carp, University of Houston
Ronald Stidham, Lamar University

August 1985. 258 pages. $13.95. ISBN 0-87187-349-4.

American Intergovernmental Relations
Laurence J. O'Toole, Jr., editor, Auburn University

August 1985. 311 pages. $14.95. ISBN 0-87187-376-1.
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E N D U R I N G EXCELLENCE PRESS

Change and Continuity JUST
in the 1984 Elections PUBLISHED
Paul R. Abramson, Michigan State University
John H. Aldrich, University of Minnesota
David W. Rohde, Michigan State University

The third and most recent in one of the most respected series of analyses on
modern American electoral behavior.

March 1986. App. 320 pages. $11.95. ISBN 0-87187-384-2.

FORTHCOMING

Allan J. Cigler and Burdett A. Loomis, editors, University of Kansas
This completely revised edition brings a fresh new approach to this rapidly
changing area of study.

August 1986. App. 370 pages. $14.95. ISBN 0-87187-372-9.

The Middle East JUST
Sixth Edition PUBLISHED
by the Editors of Congressional Quarterly
With well over 50,000 copies of previous editions sold, this unusually clear
and balanced book has found a lasting place among works on the Middle East.

January 1986. 317 pages. $13.95. ISBN 0-87187-361-3.

The Soviet Union JUST
Second Edition PUBLISHED
By the Editors of Congressional Quarterly

A timely new edition of a CQ favorite.
March 1986. App. 300 pages. $13.95. ISBN 0-87187-383-4.

State Government
CQ's Guide to Current Issues and Activities 1986-87
Thad L. Beyle, editor, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill
A contemporary guide to state government, published annually.

August 1986. App. 200 pages. $8.95. ISBN 0-87187-390-7.
June 1985. 218 pages. $8.95. ISBN 0-87187-353-2.

CQ Guide to
Current American Government
by the Editors of Congressional Quarterly
Published twice annually, this inside look at the federal government relates
what students read in American government texts to current affairs.

December 1985. 156 pages. $9.95. ISBN 0-87187-374-5.

For examination copies, write on departmental stationery, indicating course
name, current texts, start date, and estimated enrollment to:

C Q Press, College Services
1414 22nd Street, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20037
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Major New Books,
on U S. and Latin American

Politics

DIPLOMAT
IN CHIEF
THE PRESIDENT AT
THE SUMMIT
Elmer Plischke

Here is a comprehensive
survey of presidential
participation in U.S.
diplomacy since the
establishment of the U.S.
government. In Diplomat in
Chief, Elmer Plischke
discusses the forms
presidential diplomacy has
taken throughout history
from special envoys to
summits. In addition, he
assesses the styles of
individual presidents-
including Ronald Reagan—
and analyzes the advantages
and disadvantages of a
diplomacy directed from the
White House.
$38.95 (tent.)
February 1986 528 pages
ISBN 0-03-001823-4

VENEZUELA
THE DEMOCRATIC
EXPERIENCE
Revised Edition
edited by
John D. Martz
and
David]* Myers

Encompassing
contributions by leading
U.S. and Venezuelan
scholars, this volume
provides an in-depth
examination of politics in
contemporary Venezuela
through mid-1984.
Venezuela covers the
country's political and
economic climate,
focusing on the rise of

democracy there and its impact today.
$37.95 March 1986 432 pages cloth
ISBN 0-03-003464-7
$15.95 paper ISBN 0-03-003467-1

Now available in
paperback

THE
VIETNAM
VETERAN

A HISTORY OF
NEGLECT

David E. Bonior.
Steven M.

Champlin, and
Timothy S. Kolly
$9.95 January 1986

222 pages paper
ISBN 0-03-008162-9
All Praeger titles are available on 30-day free trial

_PRAEGER
P U B L I S H E R S

521 Fifth Avenue New York, New York 10175
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The Rhetoric
of Economics
Donald N. McCloskey

Economists view themselves today as scientists and social engineers.
In this pathbreaking and lively book. Donald N. McCloskey penetrates
the scientistic rhetoric of economics and shows the "hardest" of the social
sciences to be literary even when mathematical, rhetorical even when
nonverbal. In general argument and detailed case studies, he reveals the
extent to which economic discourse employs metaphor, authority,
symmetry, and other rhetorical means of persuasion. Students and scholars
in economics, social science, and rhetorical analysis, and anyone
interested in the art and consequences of scientific persuasion, will find
the result a fresh and witty analysis of economic methodology-one
that humanizes the discipline. It will be part of the conversation in the
social sciences for a long time to come.

At the center of McCloskey's study is a detailed explication of several
texts of economic scholarship. Scientists and scholars, he argues,
are above all writers; it is therefore no surprise that their writings can be
illuminated by literary methods. He finds that while economists
claim to allow their evidence to speak for itself, and to rigorously apply
canons of the "scientific method!' they in fact exploit the full range
of rhetoric devices. Writings of Paul Samuelson, Robert Solow, Milton
Friedman, Gary Becker, Richard Muth, and Robert Fogel are each treated
to McCloskey's literary criticism-as are such apparently non-literary
subjects as the law of demand, Euler's theorem, and the statistics of
purchasing power parity.

McCloskey also explores the troubled rhetoric of econometrics and the
failures of prediction in economics, and discusses the field's new
uneasiness over methodology. Rhetorical candor, he argues, would improve
the discipline. Once economics is seen as using the common topics
of human discourse rather than a denatured methodology, it will become
more accessible to non-economists and will be understood for what
it is-part of a broader conversation of mankind.

RHETORIC OF THE HUMAN SCIENCES SERIES

Address manuscript inquiries to Gordon Lester- Massman at the
University of Wisconsin Press

ISBN 0-299-10380-3
Cloth $21.50 WVV #yyisconsm

University of Wisconsin Press
11* N. Murray St, Madison, m M7IS •
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INCREASE YOUR PRODUCTIVITY AT

A leader in statistical and reporting software for over 18 years, SPSS Inc. is offering training
seminars using SPSS* software to improve your data analysis skills.

At these seminars, you'll employ SPSS, the most comprehensive statistical package for
performing simple or complex tasks, regardless of data size. You'll see it respond to simple
English commands in both mainframe and PC environments.

Then you'll learn why SPSS is the choice of hundreds of thousands of people in business,
government agencies and academic institutions in over 90 countries. Most important, you'll
discover how easily SPSS can put you in command of your own data analysis.

SPSS SPRING TRAINING SEMINAR SCHEDULE
SPSS-X" Mainframe Seminars
• Introduction for New Users

April 9-10 San Antonio
June 23-24 Chicago

• Advanced Data Management
June 25-26 Chicago

• Introduction to SPSS Graphics
May 22 Chicago

SPSS/PC+" Micro Seminars
• Introduction to SPSS/PC+

April 1 -2 San Francisco
May 6-7 Philadelphia

(Cherry Hill, N.J.)
June 3-4 Washington, D.G

• Advanced Applications
April 3-4 San Francisco
May 8-9 Philadelphia

(Cherry Hill, N.J.)
June 5-6 Washington, O.C

Seminars Using SPSS-X & SPSS/PC+
• Report Writing with SPSS-X & SPSS/PC+

April 11 San Antonio
• Introduction to Statistical Analysis

May 6-8 Chicago

• Advanced Statistical Analysis
June 16-18 Chicago

• Introduction to the TABLES Procedure
April 29 Chicago

For additional information on The SPSS Spring
Training Program and/or the specialized on-
site training we provide, contact our Training
Department at 312/329-2400. For more informa-
tion on SPSS software, call us at 312/329-3500.

SPSS inc.,
444 N. Michigan Avenue
Chicago, Illinois 60611

PRODUCTIVITY RAISED TO THE HIGHEST POWER"
SPSS/PC+ runs on theIBM/XT/At Contact SPSS he. foe comprtble computsfs.
IBM POXT and AT am trtfeifiarks of International Busi rmMach^
SPSS Inc. lor its prepnMry computer lothm. Contaa SPSS Inc. tor mtmtton on compare computers.© 1985. SPSS Inc.
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NEW FROM MACMILLAN IN 1986

LAW AMONG NATIONS
AN INTRODUCTION TO PUBLIC INTERNATIONAL LAW

Fifth Edition
GERHARD VON GLAHN

(Professor Emeritus of University of Minnesota—Duluth)
822pp. HB

The fifth edition of this best-selling text is the most comprehensive
introduction to international law available. LAW AMONG NATIONS
provides complete and up-to-date coverage of current issues in inter-
national law, and includes 43 case abstracts of both old and new
cases—a unique feature among international law texts.

Other fine titles available from Macmillan:

THE PURSUIT OF HAPPINESS
GOVERNMENT AND POLITICS IN AMERICA, Third Edition

JOHN A. MOORE, Jr. (California Polytechnic State University) and
MYRON ROBERTS (Chaffey College)

7985 408 pp. PB WITH: Instructor's Manual

A MODEL OF POLITICS
WILLIAM P. KREML (University of South Carolina)

7985 192pp. PB

TO PRESERVE THE REPUBLIC
UNITED STATES FOREIGN POLICY

FREDERICK H. HARTMANN (Naval War College), and
ROBERT L WENDZEL (University of Maine at Orono)

7985 596pp. PB

CHALLENGE OF AMERICAN FOREIGN POLICY
PURPOSE AND ADAPTATION

JOHN R LOVELL (Indiana University)
7985 384 pp. PB WITH: Instructor's Manual

Look to Macmillan for all your textbook needs.
Call TOLL-FREE (800) 428-3750, or write:

MACMILLAN PUBLISHING COMPANY
COLLEGE DIVISION/866 THIRD AVENUE/NEW YORK, NY 10022
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St. Martin's Press at Your Service...
with Outstanding

Public Administration in America
Third Edition
GEORGE J. GORDON, Illinois State University

A balanced, comprehensive, readable introduction to the field that focuses throughout on
the politics of bureaucracy—the interrelationship between politics and public adminis-
tration—but also deals with managerial topics and important theoretical and conceptual
concerns. The text has been extensively updated for this edition to reflect recent develop-
ments in the political arena and in the field and, in particular, to indicate the impact of
Reagan's presidency on public administration.
640 pages (probable). Publication: February 1986
Instructor's Manual available

Current Issues in Public Administration
Third Edition
Edited by FREDERICK S. LANE, Baruch College of The City University of New York

A well organized, comprehensive collection of articles on topical issues in contemporary
public administration. The articles are, without exception, accessible to students with little
or no background in the field. Of the 35 readings included, 29 are new to this edition.
Paperbound. 526 pages (probable). Publication: August 1986

Public Personnel Administration in the
United States
Second Edition
N. JOSEPH CAYER, Arizona State University

A brief, basic introduction to the central issues managers must consider in dealing with
public personnel. This new edition includes expanded treatment of labor-management rela-
tions, new discussions of comparable worth and of strategies for dealing with cutback
management, and 16 new case studies with accompanying exercises.
Paperbound. 189 pages. Publication: December 1985
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Texts for a Wide Range of Courses

American Democracy
LEWIS LIPSITZ, The University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill

A major new textbook that provides a comprehensive, mainstream, but unusually
stimulating introduction to American government and politics. It covers all the standard
topics of the course but goes beyond this coverage to reveal the shortcomings and successes,
the constraints and prospects of the democratic system. The organizing concept of the text—
the question of "how democratic are we?"—helps students distinguish between the
democratic ideal and actual practice. With more than 80 boxed inserts that provide a com-
parative, cross-national perspective; illustrated with more than 200 photographs and more
than 50 maps, charts, and graphs.
614 pages. Publication: February 1986
Accompanied by an Instructor's Manual, Study Guide, and Test Item File (available in
either bound book format or on floppy disk)

Classic Readings in American Politics
Edited by PIETRO S. NIVOLA, University of Vermont
and DAVID H. ROSENBLOOM, Syracuse University
With a Foreward by Theodore J. Lowi, Cornell University

Brings together 44 readings of enduring intellectual value—key articles, book excerpts,
essays, and cases that have shaped our understanding of the American political system.
Organized topically around the major areas of concern in the introductory American govern-
ment course, the book includes the work of the most distinguished observers of the American
political scene, past and present, from de Toqueville and the Federalists to James Q. Wilson,
James David Barber, and Seymour Martin Lipset.
Paperbound. 670 pages. Publication: February 1986
Instructor's Manual available

Technology and the Future
Fourth Edition
ALBERT H. TEICH, American Association for the Advancement of Science

A balanced, wide-ranging reader that offers the diverse view of scientists, engineers,
philosophers, and policy makers on key issues in science, technology, and society. The Fourth
Edition features a new section on using technology, with articles on innovations in national
security and biotechnology.
Paperbound. 408 pages. Publication: January 1986

Tb request an examination copy of any of these titles, please write us on your college letter-
head specifying your course title, present text, and approximate enrollment. Send your
request to:

St. Martin's Press
Department JR • 175 Fifth Avenue • New York. N. Y. 1OO1O
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GEORGE H. QUESTER

The Future of Nuclear Deterrence
George H. Quester, University of
Maryland

A long-time observer of American
nuclear strategic thinking, Quester
analyzes the future of nuclear deterrence
in light of its past and discovers that the
fundamental tenets of nuclear deterrence
remain unchanged. He considers the ten-
sions present in a society threatened by
the prospect of a nuclear holocaust and
acknowledges that nuclear deterrence has
prevented a great deal of global and local
warfare. He warns against charging forth
with radical new alternatives such as the
Strategic Defense Initiative and deep-cut
disarmament, and argues that initiatives
such as these reflect a return to tradi-
tional military thinking about waging
wars that threatens deterrence policy.
352 pages ISBN 0-669-11565-7 $24.95

Soviet Missiles
Barton Wright

Volume One in the World Weapon Database Series, edited by Randall Forsberg of
the Institute for Defense and Disarmament Studies. This is the most authoritative guide
to Soviet missiles — what we know about their numbers, capabilities, and strategies.
The book brings together all of the estimates of Soviet missile strength. The reader is
able to recognize areas where the sources agree, to compare estimates where they
disagree, and to reach his or her own conclusions. The author also evaluates the
estimates for each parameter, reveals which are the most reliable, and explains why.
March 736 pages ISBN 0-669-11798-6 ca. $75.00

The Machinery of Greed Public Authority Abuse and What to Do About It
Diana B. Henriques, The Philadelphia Inquirer

Public authorities spend billions on monumental projects — and when they fall into
the hands of crooks, they can become corrupt on a monumental scale. This book gets
down to cases. The book first looks at the Washington Public Power Supply System,
whose management failures have shaken the municipal bond market and cost investors
billions of dollars. Then it lifts the lid off public authorities in Massachusetts, New
Jersey, Utah, New Mexico, and Rhode Island.
March 192 pages ISBN 0-669-09809-4 $18.95 In paper: 09810-8 Ca. $12.00

Cuban Foreign Policy Caribbean Tempest
Pamela S. Falk, Hunter College

Reveals Cuba's motives for foreign involvement and suggests the direction of the
country's policies in the future.

"Pamela Folk's able demonstration of the historical continuities of Cuban foreign
policy reminds us that Fidel Castro is acting on national as much as on ideological
motives — a fact that all who think, write, or make decisions about Cuban policy must
take into account."—Arthur M. Schlesinger, Jr.
352 pages ISBN 0-669-05127-6 $29.00

Lexington Books
D.C. Heath
125 Spring Street
Lexington, MA 02173
(617) 860-1204 or (800) 334-3284

Company
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CHICAGO
HISTORY,
TRUTH, LIBERTY
Selected Writings of Raymond Aron
Edited by Franciszek Draus
With a Memoir by Edward Shils
Ranging over thirty years, these essays
sum up the intellectual and political
commitment of this great French social
philosopher. Four of the essays have been
translated into English for the first time.
Throughout, the selections reveal Aron
as a stunningly contemporary thinker.
Cloth $27.50 386 pages

JUDGING
CREDENTIALS
Nonlawyer Judges and
the Politics of Professionalism
Doris Marie Provine
Provine has written the definitive
treatment on the place of the nonlawyer
judge in the American legal system, one
which reveals as much about the
presuppositions of lawyers as about the
competency of nonlawyers to hold office.
Paper $13.95 264 pages
Library cloth edition $30.00

METATHEORY IN
SOCIAL SCIENCE
Pluralisms and Subjectivities
Edited by Donald W. Fiske
and Richard A. Shweder
"There are many books on methodology
in the social sciences but I know of no
other that presents the challenges to
current and traditional methods as well
or includes so many diverse and
interesting points of view."—Paul
Mussen, University of California,
Berkeley
Paper $9.95 224 pages
Library cloth edition $22.00

r-Now in paper

LYNDON JOHNSON'S
DUAL WAR
Vietnam and the Press
Kathleen J. Turner
"An outstanding study of how President
Johnson believed that he could succeed
in the Vietnam War if only he could
overcome the intractability of the
press."—Foreign Affairs
$25.00 368 pages

MAKING AN ISSUE
OF CHILD ABUSE
Political Agenda Setting
for Social Problems
Barbara J. Nelson
This is the absorbing story of how child
abuse grew rapidly from a small, private-
sector charity concern into a
multimillion-dollar social welfare issue.
Nelson provides important new
perspectives on the process of public
agenda setting and reconstructs an
invaluable history of child abuse policy in
America.
$7.95 184 pages

STRIKING A BALANCE
Making National Economic Policy
Albert Rees
"This is a classic in modern political
economy that will enable the layperson to
understand the key issues, problems, and
policies of economic policy."—W. E.
Spellman, Annals
$5.50 128 pages

The University of C H I C A G O Press

.5801 South Ellis Avenue, Chicago, IL 60637.
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NATIONAL POLITICS
NEWEDTTION!
GOVERNMENT IN AMERICA: People, Politics, and
Policy Third Edition
Robert L. Lineberry
In a lively, engaging style, this highly respected professor and author provides
sound coverage of American political institutions, behavior, and processes,
focusing on competing theories and key issues of political conflict.

In the new Third Edition, Lineberry offers increased coverage of state and
local government; parties; nominations, campaigns, and elections (now covered
in two full chapters); the political economy; and the media. Throughout, the
tales of four cities—Bethlehem, Pennsylvania; Smyrna, Tennessee; San Jose,
California; and San Antonio, Texas — make the global and national aspects of
American politics understandable to students. Lineberry explores, for example,
the effect of national economic policies on cities, the workings of the court sys-
tem, and the impact of shifting demographics on local congressional politics.
The new edition also addresses the profound influence of high technology on
the American political scene — for example, the politics of nuclear war, com-
puters and telecommunications, and advances in biotechnology.

The excellent pedagogy includes chapter opening "memos" from the author
to the student and thought-provoking boxed material on such timely topics as
'The Japanese Presence in Tennessee" and "Confronting Inequality in Other
Nations: The Case of South Africa." There are also key terms (boldfaced in text,
compiled in end-of-chapter lists, and defined in the Glossary), end-of-chapter
summaries and annotated bibliographies, an appendix listing primary source
material, and a new appendix containing the Declaration of Independence. This
is all supported by a full, carefully researched ancillary package that includes a
Customized Test Generation service and Little, Brown's Educational Resources
Reimbursement Program, cloth/720 pages/#526746/Instructor's Manual, Study
Guide, Test Bank, Computerized list Bank, Educational Resources Reimbursement
Program

THE BASICS OF AMERICAN POLITICS Fourth Edition
Gary Wasserman
Revised and updated through the 1984 elections, the Fourth Edition of this brief
introduction to American national politics features coverage of the Reagan
administration's first term and the 98th Congress, a simplified chapter on civil
rights, and new material on the War Powers Act, rising campaign costs, and
other current topics, paper/320 pages/1985/#924369/Instructor's Manual

BEHIND THE SCENES IN AMERICAN
GOVERNMENT: Personalities and Politics Fifth Edition
Peter WoU

Lively portraits of the colorful personalities that breathe life into political insti-
tutions and processes — written by leading journalists and other "insider"
authors — bring excitement to the study of politics. With special attention to the
1984 elections, the Fifth Edition contains twelve new selections and profiles of
Robert and Elizabeth Dole, Patrick Caddell, and others, paper/384 pages/1985/
#951 in/Instructor's Manual

LITTLE, BROWN AND COMPANY
34 Beacon Street, Boston, Massachusetts 02106
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POLITICAL IDEALS
NEW!
DEBATING AMERICAN GOVERNMENT
Peter WoU
Governor Mario Cuomo vs. Congressman Jack Kemp on the role of govern-
ment; Supreme Court Justice Thurgood Marshall vs. scholar Thomas Sowell on
affirmative action; Washington correspondent Victor Gold vs. Fred Barnes of
The New Republic in an examination of the media: An impressive group of lead-
ing political scientists, authors, journalists, and politicians with opposing views
are paired offin a debate format in this new anthology. Other topics considered
include the effectiveness and responsibilities of Congress, the influence of the
bureaucracy, and the powers of the Supreme Court, among others. The focus on
major issues provokes student issue-awareness — and interest. Excellent
introductions to topic areas are provided by the author, paper/320 pages/
#951803/Instructor's Manual

NEW EDITION!
CONSTITUTIONAL DEMOCRACY Second Edition
Peter Woll
The new edition of this popular text continues to provide a thorough examina-
tion of American constitutional democracy—its historical foundations and cur-
rent practices. Built around the theme that American government is shaped
both by formal constitutional design and by informal forces, topics are dis-
cussed within both constitutional and democratic contexts. Contemporary
political processes and institutions are covered in depth, with separate chapters
on the presidency, Congress, bureaucracy, and the judiciary. The text has been
updated to include the 1984 elections and an analysis of Reagan's first term,
deregulation, the controversial role of the Supreme Court, and contemporary
political research, paper/368 pages/#951730/Instructor"s Manual

NEWEDITION!
THE AMERICAN POLITICAL SYSTEM: A Radical
Approach Fourth Edition
Edward S. Greenberg
This timely revision provides students with an alternative approach to American
politics and public policy, focusing on them within their context in the eco-
nomic system of corporate capitalism. The American economy and social struc-
ture are studied in detail, along with a comparative analysis of corporate and
union political power. Throughout the text, in the analysis of the why, how, and
consequences of governmental actions, students are invited to consider the qual-
ity of social justice and democratic citizenship in the context of unequal political
and economic power. The new edition contains a fresh look at Reaganism—its
impact on public policy and its historical place—and revised coverage of elec-
tions, the presidency, Congress, and the political bureaucracy, paper/416
pages/#326852/Instructor's Manual and Test Bank

LITTLE, BROWN AND COMPANY
34 Beacon Street, Boston, Massachusetts 02106 M
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EVER BETTER IDEAS
NEWEDITION!
POLITICAL THINKING: The Perennial Questions
Fourth Edition
Glenn Tinder
The new Fourth Edition of this classic text presents 29 questions of the type
political philosophers have contended with across the centuries. The unique
format, designed to draw students into the process of political thinking, explains
the questions and the major alternative answers, without endorsing any particu-
lar point of view. Diverse topics cover a wide range of ideas, including material
new to this edition on civil disobedience, nuclear war, and abortion. Avoiding
academic jargon, Professor Tinder has produced a sophisticated and serious, yet
readable, text, paper/256 pages/#850675

NEWEDITION!
BUREAUCRATIC POWER IN NATIONAL POLICY
MAKING Fourth Edition
Francis E. Rourke
Nineteen of the 30 readings are new to the expanded edition of this highly
respected collection, which has been updated to reflect the first half of the 1980s.
Focusing on how national policy is made, the selections combine to make a well-
balance blend of theory and application. Bureaucracy as a political power in
itself is defined and analyzed in relation to its role in policy making. Professor
Rourke's fine introductions precede each section to provide analyses and mate-
rial for class discussion, paper/496pages/#759732

NEW!
ORGANIZATION THEORY FOR PUBLIC
ADMINISTRATION
Michael M. Harmon and Richard T. Mayer
This text explores the principal theoretical perspectives of public organizations
and their implications for public administration. The authors present a norma-
tive framework for analyzing each perspective's basic theoretical assumptions
and relates each perspective to public administration, cloth/est. 400pages/#346950

From our backlist—

POLITICAL CHANGE IN THE METROPOLIS Third Edition
JohnJ. Harrigan
Now in an expanded Third Edition, this popular text views urban problems in their politi-
cal context and integrates policy material with discussions of political structures and
processes, paper/512 pages/1985/#347493/lnstmctor's Manual

THE POLITICS OF AMERICAN CITIES: Private Power and
Public Policy Second Edition
Dennis R. Judd
paper/428 pages/1984/#475610

LITTLE, BROWN AND COMPANY
34 Beacon Street, Boston, Massachusetts 02106
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MORE GOOD DECISIONS
NEW!
LAW AND POLITICS IN THE UNITED STATES:
An Introduction
Herbert Jacob
This well-known scholar has written a comprehensive core text that examines
the American legal system and its relationship to politics. Separate sections
examine characteristics of American law; how its users mobilize themselves to
take advantage of the legal arena; the structure and actions of the legal profession
and the interactions of the police with the law; and the operation and charac-
teristics of the core institutions involved. Jacob thoroughly discusses the func-
tions of American law in the courts; legislative and administrative activities in
relation to the legal system; and alternative dispute-resolution processes and
legal remedies. Although criminal law is discussed fully, the emphasis is on civil
disputes, with extensive examples drawn from ordinary cases as well as bench-
mark decisions, including litigation in the abortion controversy, the Baby Doe
cases, the IBM antitrust actions, consumer credit cases, and more, doth/336
pages/#455520

CONSTITUTIONAL LAW
Malcolm M. Feeley and Samuel Krislov
This collection of major Supreme Court decisions covers all fundamental issues
in the structure of American government and civil rights policies. Well-edited,
fuller excerpts from cases are preceded by essays that place each case in its histor-
ical, political, and constitutional contexts. Headnotes to each case view current
issues in historical perspective, and collectively offer a thorough assessment of
the Warren and Burger courts, cloth/896 pages/1985/#276863

From our backlist—

PARTY POLITICS IN AMERICA Fifth Edition
Frank J. Sorauf
The most respected text on the subject analyzes the role of parties in the American political
system—their development, present decline, and the factors that will effect change in the
future. This edition features new material on PACs, campaign financing, the revitalization
of national committees, and the diminishing advantage to riding presidential coattails.
cloth/512 pages/1984/#804398

THE INTEREST GROUP SOCIETY
Jeffrey M. Berry
This timely text offers an in-depth look at the origins, maintenance, and marketing of
interest groups; interest groups as organizations; their lobbying of all three branches of
government; and the activation of grassroots and public opinion support. Important ques-
tions are raised about the proper role of interest groups in a democracy, paper/256
pages/1984/#092126

AGENDAS, ALTERNATIVES, AND PUBLIC POLICIES
John W. Kingdon
paper/288 pages/1984/#493910

LITTLE, BROWN AND COMPANY
34 Beacon Street, Boston, Massachusetts 02106 • • •
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INTERNATIONAL
POLITICS
NEWEDITIONI
CONTEMPORARY POLITICAL IDEOLOGIES:
Movements and Regimes Third Edition
Roy C. Macridis
This compelling text updates Macridis's overview of the major political ideolo-
gies—democracy, communism, the totalitarian right, and their variants—focus-
ing on how politics and political behavior contribute to ideology and on the
dynamics of contemporary political change. Macridis covers ideologies in
terms of their underlying theories, historical contexts, and interrelationships,
and discusses how specific ideologies were formed and how they affect current
political actions and movements. New to this edition are a chapter on Liberation
Theology, a more comprehensive treatment of Third World ideologies, an
expanded chapter on nationalism, and a biographical note on Italian Com-
munist Antonio Gramsci included in the discussion of Eurocommunism.
paper/368 pages/#542822

NEW!
MODERN POLITICAL REGIMES: Patterns and Insti-
tutions
Roy C. Macridis
This innovative new text provides comparative analyses of major modern politi-
cal regimes, based on the criteria of command, consent, the configuration of
interests, and individual rights. Parliamentary and presidential democracies,
communist and right-wing totalitarian regimes, despotic monarchies, and mili-
tary and administrative-corporate regimes are given full coverage, with over a
dozen modern countries cited as examples, paper/304 pages/#542857

From our backlist—

INTERNATIONAL POLITICS: Anarchy, Force, Political
Economy, and Decision Making Second Edition
Robert J. Art and Robert Jervis
The carefully selected readings represent core topics in international relations, such as
national security, nuclear deterrence, and internatinal trade, paper/540 pages/1985/#052396

THE LOGIC OF INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS
Fifth Edition
Walter S.Jones
The perceptual-analysis approach focuses on the ways in which a nation's ideology and
interests influence its political, economic, and strategic perspectives. The coverage has
been extensively updated, paper/688 pages/1985/#472883

ON THE FRONT BURNER: Issues in U.S. Foreign Policy
Seyom Brown
paper/240 pages/1984M10612

COMPARATIVE POLITICS TODAY: A World View
Third Edition
Gabriel A. Almond and G. Bingham Powell, Jr., General Editors
cbth/608pages/1984/#034886

LITTLE, BROWN AND COMPANY
34 Beacon Street, Boston, Massachusetts 02106
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COUNTRY STUDIES
NEW EDITION!
POLITICS IN ENGLAND Fourth Edition
Richard Rose
The author draws upon his own research to include fresh material on the
Thatcher era, the 1983 elections, and England in the 1980s—a time of turbulent
change that has led to multi-party politics in a traditionally two-party system.
Comparisons with American policies, institutions, and processes help students
better understand both systems, paper/448 pages/#756474

NEW EDITION!
POLITICS IN CHINA Third Edition
James R. Townsend and Brandy Womack
This up-to-date analysis of political institutions, processes, and policies in the
People's Republic of China introduces students to important aspects of China's
political history up to the present post-Maoist regime. It includes statistical data
from the 1980s, expanded analyses of education and communications, and
examination of significant recent political changes. The analytical approach ena-
bles students to better evaluate the Chinese system and its place in the modern
world, paper/496 pages/#851329

NEW EDITION!
POLITICS IN THE USSR Third Edition
Frederick C. Barghoorn and Thomas F. Remington

This is a total revision — up-to-date through Gorbachev's accession to power
—of a classic functional and historical treatment of political processes, life, and
culture in the Soviet Union. It contains two new chapters, one on domestic per-
formance and one on foreign policy, plus a review of recent literature and
expanded material on social structure, paper/544 pages/#080918

Of related interest from our backlist—

UNITED STATES FOREIGN POLICY AND WORLD
ORDER Third Edition
James A. Nathan and James K. Oliver
paper/512 pages/1985/#598704

SOVIET FOREIGN POLICY SINCE WORLD WAR II:
Imperial and Global Second Edition
Alvin Z. Rubinstein
paper/368 pages/1985/#760862

POLITICS IN THE MIDEAST Second Edition
James A. Bill and Carl Leiden
paper/496 pages/1984/#095060

CHINA: AN INTRODUCTION Third Edition
Lucian W. Pye
paper/416 pages/1984/#742122

LITTLE, BROWN AND COMPANY
34 Beacon Street, Boston, Massachusetts 02106 • • • •
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A GUIDE TO

Professional Ethics
in

Political Science
Richard F. Schier

Editor

A handbook of principles to guide the
professional conduct of political scientists.

Order Form

Orders of 1-9 copies are $3.00 for each copy.
Orders of 10 or more are $2.00 for each copy.

Price includes postage.

Enclosed is a check for $ for copies @ $ each.

Send to:

ZIP

Return this form with check to-.

Publications Office
American Political Science Association

1527 New Hampshire Ave., N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20036
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New Paperbacks from Cambridge
The Birth of the Propaganda State
Soviet Methods of Mass Mobilization, 1917-1929
Peter Kenez

Through careful studies of schools, publishing, youth organization, and the cinema Peter Kenez provides
stunning insights on the creation of the "propaganda state" in the 1920s in the USSR and a provocative revi-
sion of much recent thinking on that crucial decade. This book is concise, readable, and, above all, important?
- S. Frederick Starr, President, Oberlin College and author of Red and Hot: The Fate of Jazz in the Soviet Union,
1917-1980
$12.95

The State and the Unions
Labor Relations, Law, and die Organized Labor Movement in America, 1880-1960
Christopher L. Tbmlins

This is the first major comprehensive history written from extensive primary materials of modern American
labor law and labor relations policy... The real subject of the book, is that of contending visions about how to
realize the ideal of republican association in industrial societ)'. Ibmlins argues his case in a discriminating and
critical spirit, and with considerable moral passion?—Robert Gordon, Stanford Law School
Studies in Economic History and Policy: The United States in the Twentieth Century
$12.95

Islam in Foreign Policy
AdeedDamsha, Editor

"Of all the recent books on resurgent Islam in world politics, this study... is probably the clearest and most
enlighteningr—Foreign Affairs

"An excellent introduction to Islam's manifold role in foreign policy-making?—Middle East Economic Digest
A collection often case studies analyzing the role of Islam in foreign policy in Iran, Saudi Arabia, Libya,

Pakistan, Egypt, Morocco, Iraq, Nigeria, Indonesia, and the Soviet Union.
$11.95

Between Battles and Ballots
Israeli Military in Politics
ToramPeri

"... an important and illuminating contribution to an underdeveloped field of research?"—Midstream
"... a brilliant and seminal book that deserves a wide readership? —American Political Science Review
Peri is a political scientist, journalist, former adviser to Prime Minister Rabin, and spokesman of the Labor

Party. From his unique vantage point, he demonstrates that state control of the military is weak and that a pat-
tern of civil-military partnership has emerged.
$14.95

The Palestinian Liberation Organisation
People, Power, and Politics
Helena Cobban

"... persuasive and controversial?—Los Angeles Times Book Review
"A British journalist and scholar gives us the most intensive and extensive coverage of the PLO, from its be-

ginnings in the 1960s to the exit from Beirut in 1982, that has appeared in English. Much of her information
comes horn talks with a variety of PLO leaders, yielding far more than the interviews Arafat customarily grants
to foreigners?—Foreign Affairs

". ..an authoritative analysis., .highly recommended?-InternationalAffairs
$8.95

At bookstores or from

CAMBRIDGE UNIVERSITY PRESS
32 East 57th Street, New York, NY 10022

800-431-1580 (outside New York State and Canada)
MasterCard and Visa accepted
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The Human Polity:
An Introduction to Political Science
Kay Lawson
San Francisco State University
590 pages • doth • Instructor's Manual
with Test Items «1985
Recognizing the interdependence of
nations, Lawson develops the idea that all
people are part of a larger political whole—
the human polity. Through the skillful use
of examples and questions, the author pre-
sents the basic concepts of political science
in a way that helps students understand
the relevance of each concept to their
own lives.

Among the text's outstanding features: a
broad comparative perspective, a straight-
forward but informal writing style, and
an excellent chapter focusing on politics
and economics.

Public Personnel Administration:
Concepts and Practices
Gilbert Siegel and Robert Myrtle
Both of University of Southern California
464 pages • doth • 1985
Siegel and Myrtle offer students a prac-
tical managerial/analytical approach to
the subject. Comprehensive in scope, the
text covers the overall structure and proc-
ess of public personnel administration,
contemporary issues and controversies,
and the impact of new technology on the
workplace. Chapter case studies with
exercises and chapter summaries pro-
mote understanding.

Before the Law:
An Introduction to the Legal Process
Third Edition
John J. Bonsignore, Ethan Katsh,
Peter d'Errico, Ronald M. Pipkin,
Stephen Arons, and Janet Rifkin
All of University of Massachusetts,
Amherst
570 pages • paper • 1984

A comprehensive introduction to the
American legal system through provoca-
tive court cases and selected readings—
essays, journal articles, literary works—
from contemporary and dassic sources.
Instructors report that the varied and in-
formative material, which indudes full
discussion of opposing, contrasting, or
alternative views, generates lively class
discussions. About one-third of the
contents in the Third Edition is new.

American Political Parties:
Stability and Change
Alan Gitelson
Loyola University of Chicago
M. Margaret Conway
University of Maryland
Frank B. Feigert
North Texas State University
392 pages • doth • Instructor's Manual
with Test Items* 1984
Gitelson, Conway, and Feigert focus on
party organization, the party in the elec-
torate, and the party in government. Their
text views parties not as declining, but as
undergoing a transformation, acquiring a
new, more professional role.

Public Administration:
Concepts and Cases
Third Edition
Richard J. Stillman, II
George Mason University
529 pages • paper • Instructor's Manual
with Test Items* 1984
Stillman's highly successful text en-
ables students to understand the relation
between the theory and practice of public
administration by systematically integrat-
ing important conceptual essays with con-
temporary case studies.
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Cases in Public Management
Fourth Edition
Robert T. Golembiewski
University of Georgia
Michael White
University of Southern California
361 pages • paper • 1983
Providing nearly 50% new cases, the
Fourth Edition of Golembiewski and
White's stimulating casebook retains a
management approach with emphasis
on state and local middle-level managers.
New cases focus on finance, budgeting,
intergovernmental relations, ethics, and
organizational politics. Directions for stu-
dent role playing follow each case.

Completely reorganized, the book now
groups cases into areas such as negotiation
and bargaining, supervision, and ethics.
An introduction classifies the cases and
suggests class uses.

Readings in Public Administration:
Institutions, Processes/ Behavior,
Policy, Fourth Edition
Robert T. Golembiewski
University of Georgia
Frank K. Gibson
University of Central Florida
421 pages • paper • 1983
Golembiewski and Gibson's distinguished
readings book continues to feature strong
coverage of organizational behavior. With
three-quarters of the selections new, the
up-to-date Fourth Edition now treats areas
such as leadership, sexual harrassment,
civil liability, and civil service reform.

Completely reorganized, the book now
presents articles grouped by subject paral-
leling the usual order of introductory texts.
New headnotes place each reading in con-
text for students.

Public Administration:
A Management Approach
Donald E. Klingner
Florida International University
377 pages • paper • Instructor's Manual
with Test Items »1983
Taking a public management approach
in his introductory text, Klingner empha-
sizes fiscal administration, management
of human resources, and ethics of public
administration, in addition to organiza-
tional behavior, leadership, and models
for studying the field.

Case studies or simulations, accom-
panied by questions, illustrate chapter
concepts and promote learning. Ample
pedagogical aids include—for each chap-
ter—learning objectives, key terms listed
at chapter ends and defined in a glossary,
review questions, and a summary.

Introduction to Law and
the Legal System
Third Edition
Harold J.Grilliot
669 pages • cloth • Study Guide
Instructor's Manual • 1983
Grilliof s popular, highly readable intro-
ductory text surveys the U.S. legal system,
detailing what it is and how it works.
Court cases—113 in all—illuminate and
expand upon the chapter material, and
case questions aid students in learning
legal reasoning procedures. Facsimiles of
actual court documents provide valuable
visual assistance.

Also of Interest

Form and Style:
Theses, Reports, Term Papers
Seventh Edition
William Giles Campbell
Stephen Vaughan Ballou
Carole Slade, Columbia University
About 240 pages • spiralbound
Just published
Form and Style presents all the processes
and principles for writing research papers,
including practical typing instructions. The
Seventh Edition conforms to recent recom-
mendations of The Chicago Manual of Style
and the Modern Language Association.

Added in the new edition of Form and
Style are guidelines for using computer
searches and word processing in prepar-
ing research papers.

For adoption consideration, request examination cop-
ies from your regional Houghton Mifflin office.

Houghton Mifflin Company
13400 Midway Rd., Dallas, TX 75244-5165
1900 S. Batavia Ave., Geneva, IL 60134
989 Lenox Dr., Lawrenceville, NJ 08648
777 California Ave., Ralo Alto, CA 94304
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P O L I T I C A L / New titles from
S C I E N C E / HA^AR0 UNIVERSITY PRESS

The Contentious French
Charles Tilly

In a dazzling new interpretation of four hundred years of modern French history,
Tilly focuses not on kings and courtiers but on the common people of village and
farm. He chooses the contention of the masses as his basis, centering on the peo-
ple's growing ability and willingness to fight injustice, challenge exploitation, and
claim their own place in the hierarchy of power.
Belknap $25.00

Political Representation in France
Philip E. Converse and Roy Pierce

There can scarcely be a greater tribute to the vitality of the Fifth Republic's democ-
racy than this monumental work. A searching analysis of how the will of voters is
translated into authoritative political decision making, this book not only uncovers
political truths about contemporary France but also provides a model for the study
of other popular forms of government.
Belknap $49.50

Politics, Self, and Society
A Theme and Variations

Heinz Eulau
How to deal with the relationship between the individual and society as it reveals
itself through politics is the large theme of these essays by a leading scholar. Utiliz-
ing a variety of social and political theories, Eulau enriches the methodology of
political science while tackling such issues as social class behavior in elections,
public policies in American cities, the structure of city councils, and the conver-
gence of politics and the legal system.

$39.95

Fighting Poverty
What Works and What Doesn't

Edited by Sheldon H. Danziger and Daniel H. Weinberg
Two decades after President Johnson initiated the War on Poverty, it is time for an
unbiassed assessment of its effects. In this book a distinguished group of econo-
mists, sociologists, political scientists, and social policy analysts provide that
assessment. As a guide to the economics and politics of antipoverty programs,
this comprehensive volume is peerless.

$27.50

Racial Conflict in Contemporary Society
John Stone

This timely and important book presents a compact, up-to-date survey of the main
facts and ideas about racial conflict in the modern world.

$18.50 cloth; $6.95 paper

79 Garden Street / Cambridge MA 02138
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The Share Economy
Conquering Stagflation
Martin L. Weitzman
"In what may be the most important con-
tribution to economic thought since John
Maynard Keynes's General Theory, Mar-
tin Weitzman suggests an elegant way to
break the link between employment and
the business cycle." -New York Times

$6.95 paper

America's Struggle
against Poverty,
1900-1985
James T. Patterson
This new edition features an expanded
preface and an added chapter that brings
Patterson's history up to date.

"This is perhaps the best, and certainly
the most useful, book on American atti-
tudes toward the poor published in
twenty-five years... An especially timely
and important book."

-Journal of American History
$9.95 paper

The Politics of
Provincialism
The Democratic Party in Transition,
1918-1932
David Burner
With a new preface by the author
"Carefully organized, well written, and
exhaustively documented..."

-Journal of American History
$8.95 paper

WhafsFair?
American Beliefs about
Distributive Justice
Jennifer L. Hochschild
"A well written, interesting, and perti-
nent study... this book will have a signif-
icant impact because of the excellent
quality of the research and also because
of the important questions it generates."

-American Political Science Review
$9.95 paper

Gender Politics
Ethel Klein
"Gender Politics is a must for every
feminist bookshelf. Whether you are a
scholar, student, or activist this book is
critical for understanding women's chang-
ing role in the political process."

-Eleanor Smeal, President,
National Organization for Women

$7.95 paper

Legalism
Law, Morals, and Political Trials
Judith N.Shklar
With a new preface by the author
Incisively and stylishly written, this book
constitutes an open challenge to reconsi-
der the fundamental question of the rela-
tionship of law to society.

$7.95 paper

The Decline of American
Political Parties,
1952-1984
Martin P. Wattenberg
"Mr. Wattenberg's skillful analysis of
poll data demonstrates how beliefs are
encouraged by the politicians and the
media through their efforts to personalize
issues and create a candidate-centered
political universe."

-New York Times Book Review
$7.95 paper

HARVARD UNIVERSITY PRESS
Cambridge, MA 01238
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The Latest in Political Science . . .
European Politics

SOVIET AND EAST EUROPEAN TRANSPORT PROBLEMS
Edited by John Ambler, Denis J. B. Shaw, and Leslie Symons
Experts from different disciplines examine the structure of transportation in centrally planned economic systems,
considering the problems involved and the implications for future development.
1985 288 pp. CRC 0-312-74757-8 $32.50

PLANNING IN EASTERN EUROPE «
Edited by Andrew Dawson
Actions of planners in Eastern Europe are a key to the goals of the ruling bureaucracy and to the countries'
social and political climate. Examining the results of planning processes and policies, this collection of papers
indicates possible coming developments.
1985 320pp. CRC 0-312-61412-8 $35.00

THE EAST-WEST CONFLICT
The Organization of International Relations in the Twentieth Century
Werner Link
Translated by Jackie Bennett-Ruete
Link's theory of international relations systematizes the complex matrix of diplomatic objectives and actions
which determine the ways in which East and West interact.
7955 176pp. 0-312-22495-8 $27.50

THE CONFLICTS BETWEEN LABOR AND ENVIRONMENTALISM IN THE
FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF GERMANY AND THE UNITED STATES
Heinrich Siegmann
1985 212 pp. 0-312-1623&7 $27.50

DIRECT ELECTIONS TO THE EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT 1984
Edited by Juliet Lodge
Incorporating case studies by ten specialists on the politics of European Community states, this book analyzes
the campaigns and elections in each country, particularly the question of whether the first-time direct elections
are meaningful as an expression of European consensus. Written in clear, non-technical language, this study
is useful to both specialists and non-specialists concerned with European politics and economics.
1985 309 pp. 0-312-21213-5 $27.50

POLITICS AND SOCIETY IN BRITAIN
An Introduction
Michael Moran
A comprehensive survey of recent developments in the social fabric of British politics, with a synthesis of the
available evidence on the process of change, this book is important and accessible reading.
1985 272 pp. 0-312-62629-0 $27.50

BRITISH POLITICAL FACTS, 1900-1985
Compiled by David Butler and Gareth Butler
An invaluable handbook of information that presents the essential data on the who, the what, and the when
of British domestic politics in this century. "There is nothing comparable in compactness, inclusiveness, and
ease of use. Highly recommended."—Choice
1985 512 pp. 0-312-10467-7 $45.00

St. Martin's Press Scholarly and Reference Books
175 Fifth Avenue • New York, NY 10010
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. . . From St. Martin's Press
Political Theory
THE REDEFINITION OF CONSERVATISM
Politics and Doctrine
Charles Coved
A timely and original study of Michael Oakeshott and other leading theorists of the New Conservatism, which
places them in the mainstream of modern thought and suggests continuities between their views and the philosophy
of Wittgenstein.
1985 272 pp. 0-312-66725-6 $27.50

POWER IN CAPITALIST SOCIETIES
Theory, Explanation and Cases
Andrew Cox, Paul Furlong, and Edward Page
1985 224 pp. 0-312-63409-9 $27.50

WESTERN GEOPOLITICAL THOUGHT IN THE TWENTIETH CENTURY
Geoffrey Parker
The study of the international scene from a spatial or geocentric viewpoint, with the understanding of the whole
as its ultimate object, is surveyed and related to international political developments.
1985 208pp. 0-312-86404-3 $27.50

LAWMAKING AND CO-OPERATION IN INTERNATIONAL POLITICS
The Idealist Case Re-Examined
David Sanders
A revisionist approach to Realpolitik, demonstrating that cooperative strategies of treatymaking can in certain
circumstances enhance the chances for peace, supported by an empirical reappraisal of the role of such strategies
during the critical interwar period.
1985 160pp. 0-312-47563-2 $22.50

PARALLELS AND ACTUALS OF POLITICAL DEVELOPMENT
A. H. Somjee
The first systematic effort to identify and examine the biases and distortions inherent in our theoretical knowledge
of political development, drawing upon the complex evolution of multilayered societies including India, China
and Japan, and the Middle East.
1985 176pp. 0-312-59644-8 $27.50

THE LIMITATION OF CONFLICT
A Theory of Bargaining and Negotiation
L. N. Rangarajan
Stressing the need to think in terms of limiting conflicts rather than attempting to resolve them, Rangarajan
advances a negotiation theory aimed at reducing or equalizing dissatisfaction between bargaining parties that
has practical implications for the prevention of violent conflict resolution in a wide range of situations.
1985 336pp. 0-312-48675-8 $32.50

THE CONCEPT OF CLASS
An Historical Introduction
Peter Calvert
A concise and stimulating guide to the development of the concept of "class" and the different ways in which
it has been applied in social and political theory.
1985 254 pp. 0-312-15919-6 $12.95
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CHICAGO
NATIONALISM,
ETHNOCENTRISM,
AND PERSONALITY
Social Science and Critical Theory
H. D. Forbes
Approaching The Authoritarian
Personality as a book about nationalism,
Forbes reveals previously unrecognized
deficiencies in its treatment of
ethnocentrism and clarifies the
connection between "social learning" and
"personality."
Cloth $27.50 272 pages

THE CONSTITUTION
IN THE
SUPREME COURT
The First Hundred Years, 1789-1888
David P. Currie
This comprehensive critical history of the
Court's constitutional opinions is
presented from a modern lawyer's point
of view and organized around the tenure
of each specific Chief Justice.
Cloth $55.00 512 pages

MAX WEBER
AND GERMAN
POLITICS, 1890-1920
Wolfgang J. Mommsen
Translated by Michael S. Steinberg
The first English translation is based on
the 1974 German edition, revised and
expanded by the author to take account
of newly discovered archival material and
to comment on the controversies inspired
by the first edition.
Cloth $50.00 520 pages

THE CULTURAL
REVOLUTION AND
POST-MAO REFORMS
A Historical Perspective
Tang Tsou
This volume brings together Tsou's best
essays written since 1966, with a
substantial Introduction providing an
overview and a major new essay extending
his analysis backward *r the May Fourth
period of 1915-21 and forward into 1983.
Cloth $29.95 400 pages

—Now in paper

WASHINGTON
DESPATCHES 1941-45
Weekly Political Reports
from the British Embassy
Edited by H. G. Nicholas
Introduction by Isaiah Berlin
"No one who writes about wartime
Washington or who would like seriously
to know what life there was like in those
years should miss this volume."—John
Kenneth Galbraith, New York Times Book
Review
$19.95 720 pages

WHEN WORDS
LOSE THEIR MEANING
Constitutions and Reconstitutions of
Language, Character, and Community
James Boyd White
"White makes a state-of-the-art attempt to
enrich legal theory with the insights of
modern literary theory. Of its kind, it is a
singular and standout achievement."
—Allan C. Hutchinson, Yale Law Journal
$12.50 398 pages

The University of C H I C A G O Press

.5801 South Ellis Avenue, Chicago, IL 60637.
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Announcing 5 Instructional Units
On Comparative Politics

with print and audio components

Each unit consists of a monograph and 60
minute audio cassette that provides a
comparative perspective on a specific topic
taught in courses on American government
and politics. A unit can be used singly or in
combination with others in the series in order
to introduce students to other countries'
institutions and policies. The units can be
adapted for an introductory American
government and politics course or for upper
division courses.

The Administrative State in
Industrialized Democracies

by Joel D. Aberbach and
Bert A. Rockman

Coordinating International Economic
Strategy

by Stephen Cohen and John Zysman

Comparative Political Parties
by William Crotty

The Welfare State in Hard Times
by Hugh Heclo

Preserving Peace: The Difficult
Choice of International Security

by George H. Quester

The Annenberg/CPB Project supported
the development of these units.

Each monograph includes an essay,
a bibliography and notes for the
instructor.

Each cassette dramatizes the issues
in the monograph through
interviews with scholars and
political leaders and citizens in other
countries.

This series is based on material
from two audio/print college
courses entitled, "Global
Understanding," developed and
produced by National Public Radio,
in conjunction with the University of
California at San Diego and
Columbia University, New York.

The units are $4.50 per copy with a 20% discount for orders of 20 or more. Twenty
copies of a title are accompanied by the audio cassette at no charge.

To order, write to:

The American Political Science Association
1527 New Hampshire Avenue, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20036
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The Pacific Century
Economic and Political Consequences

of Asian-Pacific Dynamism
Staffan Burenstam Linder. Spectacular economic growth in the Pacific Basin is
forcing a shift in the world's political and economic center of gravity, a shift away
from the Atlantic to the Asian-Pacific region. This book is designed to give the
general reader a firm grasp of the new Pacific dynamism and to clarify its impact
on the global marketplace. The author first describes the factors that have produced
the phenomenon—huge increases in production, international trade, and overall
economic achievement. He then speculates on the consequences of the shift to
Pacific primacy: how it will influence political and economic strategies in other
sectors, encourage new economic partnerships, and pose a threat to certain national
economies. Warning that protectionism is not the answer to the threat, the author
concludes by showing how non-Pacific nations can use Pacific growth to their
benefit. Cloth, $18.95; paper, $7.95

P'eng Te-huai
A Political Biography

Jurgen Domes. In 1978 the Chinese Communist Party posthumously rehabili-
tated Marshal P'eng Te-huai—veteran of the Long March, leader of China's
forces in the Korean War, and Minister of Defense from 1954 to 1959. An
outspoken critic of Mao's development policies, P'eng was branded a "traitor"
during the Cultural Revolution and sent to prison, where he remained until
shortly before his death in 1974. P'eng has subsequently been rehabilitated and
is now considered an important contributor to the cause of Chinese commu-
nism. This study reconstructs P'eng's biography within the framework of polit-
ical and socioeconomic developments in China, and uses P'eng's life and career
as a means of investigating the typology of intra-party conflict in the CCP, the
evolution of anti-Maoist doctrine, and the ways in which personal images are
manipulated in the People's Republic of China. $25.00

Stanford University Press
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Cambridge
Analytical M
An Anthology
JohnRoemer, Editor

A fresh examination of Marxist social theory using the contemporary tools of logic,
mathematics, and model building. The authors discuss a number of the fundamental issues of
Marxian thought as well as questions that conventional Marxists see no need to raise.
Coming in hardcover and paper.

Private Vices, Public Benefits
Bernard Mandeville's Social and Political Thought
MM. Goldsmith

In this examination of the social and political thought of Bernard Mandeville, Goldsmith shows
how Mandeville proposed self-love as the mechanism of social development and attributed
civilization to selfishness.
Hardcover $29.95

Sour Grapes
Studies in the Subversion of Rationality
JonElster

A study of the nature of irrationality in various forms: irrationality of behavior, of desires and
of belief.

"Very invigorating... Elster raises the level of all the arguments he is involved in? - Times
Literary Supplement
Hardcover $32.50 Paper $12.95

Rethinking the Politics of Commercial Society
The Edinburgh Review: 1802-1832
Biancamaria Fontam

An exploration of the sources of modern political liberalism through a study of the Edinburgh
Review, the most influential and controversial early nineteenth-century British periodical.
Hardcover $34.50

T.H. Green: Lectures on the Principles of Political Obligations and
Other Writings
Paul Harris and John Morrow, Editors

This book contains the political writing of T.H. Green and selections from those of his ethical
writings that bear on his political philosophy. The editors provide full notes and an introduaory
essay.
Coming in hardcover and paper.

Wealth and Virtue
The Shaping of Political Economy in the Scottish Enlightenment
Istvan Hont and Michael Ignatieff, Editors

This volume of essays reassesses the remarkable contribution of the Scottish Enlightenment to
the formation of modern economics and to the theories of capitalism.
Hardcover $59.50

At bookstores or from

CAMBRIDGE UNIVERSITY PRESS
32 East 57th Street, New York, NY 10022

800431-1580 (outside New York State and Canada)
MasterCard and Visa accepted
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OUR NEW
GOVERNMENT

TEXT HAS
THEM ALL
TALKING!

Exclusive interviews with prominent people involved in politics are
just one of the many special features of this outstanding new text.

American Government: People, Institutions, and Policies
John H. Aldrich, University of Minnesota

Gary Miller, Charles W. Ostrom, Jr., and David W. Rohde
All of Michigan State University

About 608 pages • cloth • December 1985 • Study Guide
Instructor's Manual • Test Bank • Computerized Test Bank

GPA: Grade Performance Analyzer

For adoption consideration, request an examination copy
from your regional Houghton Mifflin office.

^ Houghton Mifflin Company
13400 Midway Rd, Dallas, TX 75244-5165

1900 S. Batavia Ave., Geneva, IL 60134
989 Lenox Dr., Lawrenceville, NJ 08648
777 California Ave., Palo Alto, CA 94304
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THE AUTHORITATIVE NEW BOOKS

CAPITAL FORMATION IN
THE UNITED S1ATES

TAXATION AND
THE DEFICIT ECONOMY
Fiscal Policy and Capital Formation
in the United States
Edited by DWIGHTR. LEE
foreword by MICHAEL J. BOSKIN

Twenty-two leading economists examine the
effects of taxing on personal and corporate
income; the influences of welfare programs,
Social Security and military spending on the
processes of capital formation; and the political
and bureaucratic incentive structures that dom-
inate the fiscal process and have led to an
escalating fiscal crisis in the United States.

The authors' proposals for reform include
stringent constraints on the political decision-
making process, including economic dereg-
ulation, tax reduction and simplification, and
reductions in both transfer payments and
military spending.

of federal tax and spending policies available anywhere.
Invaluable!"

-J. PETER GRACE
President's Private Sector
Survey on Cost Control

"A superb volume that lays bare the essential reasons
why wholesale fiscal reform is so urgently needed."

-ROBERT D.TOLLISON
George Mason University

530 Pages, Cloth 0-936488-13-1, $34.95
Paper 0-936488-03-4, $14.95

Available at better bookstores, or from
PACIFIC INSTITUTE, 177 Pbst Street, Dept. K
San Francisco, CA 94108

CRISIS AND LEVIATHAN
Critical Episodes in the Growth
of American Government
By ROBERT HIGGS
foreword by ARTHUR A. EKIRCH, JR.

The enormous expansion of the federal
government in the twentieth century occurred
primarily during a series of distinct national
emergency and crisis episodes, most notably
World War I, the Great Depression, World War
n, and the Great Society/Vietnam War period.
In the post-crisis periods, the size of govern-
ment shrank somewhat, but never even
remotely close to previous levels.

With painstaking analysis and detailed
research, Robert Higgs challenges the benevo-
lent view of government growth since the Pro-
gressive Era. His conclusions force a critical
reassessment of the legitimacy of governments
dominant role in American life today.
"Clearly written, well-documented, interesting, and
very readable*

-ARTHUR A. EKIRCH, JR.
SUNY at Albany

"A great book-lively interesting, irreverent, and
superbly written!"

-JONATHAN R.T. HUGHES
Northwestern University

430 Pages, Cloth 0-936488-094 S34.9S
Paper 0-936488-14-X, $13.95

PACIFIC
INSTITUTE

FOR PUBLIC POLICY RESEARCH
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INSTRUCTIONS
TO

CONTRIBUTORS

The American Political Science Review aims
to publish scholarly research and writing of
exceptional merit. Contributions must demon-
strate the highest standards of excellence in
conceptualization, exposition, methodology,
and craftsmanship. Because the Review
reaches a diverse audience of scholars and
practitioners, contributors must demonstrate
how their analysis or exposition illuminates a
significant research problem, or answers an
important research question, of general
interest in political science.

Article Manuscripts
Article manuscripts should be submitted to

the Managing Editor, Professor Samuel C.
Patterson, American Political Science Review,
Department of Political Science, University of
Iowa, 310 Schaeffer Hall, Iowa City, Iowa
52242. Four copies must be submitted, and
none can be returned. Manuscripts must be
typed double-spaced, on only one side of the
paper. The author's name and affiliation
should not appear on the copies submitted, but
only on a separate covering sheet. An abstract
of no more than 150 words must be sent with
the manuscript. In general, the Review con-
siders manuscripts of up to 30 pages in length.
Moreover, the Review does not consider
manuscripts submitted to other publications.

Manuscripts should be prepared following
the guidelines of the APSA Style Manual, a
publication of the American Political Science
Association's Committee on Publications. It is
available from the Managing Editor's office.
Otherwise, authors should follow the Chicago
Style Manual and the example of recent issues
of the Review. Graphs and tables should be
presented on separate pages, with their loca-
tion in the manuscript indicated, e.g., the
notification "Table 1 about here," at the
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